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ABSTRACT 

 

Genre analysis approach has generated interest since the early 1980s, primarily in 

conjunction with the ongoing development of applied linguistics, and rhetoric studies. The 

main aim of this study is to get clear insights into what rhetorical structures, strategies, and 

patterns were used in both national and international journal abstracts. It seeks also at 

exploring similarities and differences between these implemented rhetorical aspects, to 

eventually proclaim to what extent they are convenient with those of the adopted 

Bitchener’s (2010) five-move analytical framework adapted from Swales’ (1990) Create a 

Research Space (CARS) model. In the current study, both qualitative and quantitative 

methods were employed in the analysis of data. A total of fifty-two (52) English as a 

foreign language EFL abstracts were compiled from the electronic libraries of two selected 

universities, namely Human Sciences Journal (Constantine1 University) & Annual Review 

of Applied Linguistics Journal (Cambridge University). It should be noted that the selected 

articles were published between the years 2015 and 2019. When discussing the findings, 

data management and examination were performed using manual analysis for the 

identification of moves, sub-moves and move orders employed in each abstract. Based on 

contrastive genre analysis, the findings revealed that both national and international 

researchers possess adequate knowledge of the main moves on how to write articles’ 

abstracts. The investigation also indicated that the international researchers were more 

accustomed to the rhetorical organizations of moves, sub-moves, and their order. 

Ultimately this can facilitate identifying with greater specificity which language and 

discourse features might be effective targets of contingent instruction to promote learners' 

and researchers' abstract writing abilities. Based on the outcomes of the investigation, and 

taking into account the linguistic and cultural variations, new insights might be provided to 

help syllabus designers in developing adequate materials for academic writings courses. 
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

 

“Writing the perfect paper is a lot like a military operation. It takes discipline, foresight, research, 

strategy, and, if done right, ends in total victory”.  

                                                                                                                                                    Ryan Holiday  

Statement of the Problem  

             Writing is one of the difficult tasks that language learners may encounter 

compared to other language skills. To write efficiently, language learners attempt to seek 

academic writing rather than a general one. Therefore, it is important to note that teachers, 

writers, and even researchers opt for it in producing and publishing their manuscripts. 

Accordingly, this academic skill is highly required in teaching English as a foreign 

language (TEFL) discipline. Research studies in the field of genre-based academic writing 

have been highly acknowledged when John Michel Swales (1990) published his book 

Genre Analysis: English in academic and research settings. The latter gave interest in a 

genre-based method in English teaching as a foreign language writing. This contributed to 

the understanding of the way discourse is used in academic, professional, and other 

institutional contexts however, genre theory development has been limited by the nature 

and design of its applications. Nevertheless, since the real world of discourse is dynamic, 

versatile, and unpredictable, it has been underplayed in the existing literature on genre 

theory and practice (Bathia, 2014). Thus, the tension between genre analysis of texts and 

the variety in the real world of written discourse may be processed in the current research 

paper. In this regard, researchers might become able to script their writings relying on their 

discourse communities at both national and international levels.  
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Developing a well-organized and str uctured abstract in journal articles requires 

more than accurate and organized manuscript. It highly demands how the outlined genres 

function in the targeted contexts.  Therefore, EFL researchers must be aware of the overall 

organizations and the rhetorical norms and conventions of writing abstracts section. Swales 

(1990) avouches the main criteria of an abstract stating that “the most characteristic feature 

of the genre of abstracts is one of distillation or condensation of what is to be included in 

the research paper or presentation itself...” (Ni_zegorodcew, 2014, p. 184). Here this claim 

raised the point that what is included in the abstract says about what is included in the 

presentation and in the whole research paper.   

 In the same vein, journal abstract is an essential component of an applied 

linguistic researcher since it plays a pivotal role in setting the recapitulation of what is 

done in the whole work. According to (Hongwei & Yuying 2011) “An abstract is the first 

part of an academic article that readers will read in order to determine the relevancy of 

the article to the readers”. EFL researchers, however find the task of writing a successful 

abstract very challenging, especially for the non-speaking English researchers.  In 

addition to the need to script a well rhetorically structured abstract which displays both 

the structural conventions and the linguistic features, and this is due to the fact that the 

discourse community can easily understand what is done in the whole research.  

In an attempt to develop a well successful abstract. EFL researchers struggle with 

outlining the overall characteristics demanded in writing abstracts that meet with functions 

of the targeted discourse community. This particular study intends to investigate whether 

EFL researchers are aware of certain international models, such as Bitchener’s (2010) that 

was revised from Swales’ (1990) CARS model. 
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Objectives of the Study  

 

The ultimate purpose of this study is to provide clear insights into the analysis of 

EFL researchers journal abstracts published at the national journal (the case of the Human 

Sciences - Constantine1 University) and those published in international ones (The case of 

Annual Review of Applied Linguistics – Cambridge University). The study aims also at 

examining the differences and similarities between the rhetorical structures and strategies 

that EFL researchers from national and international journals associate in their abstract’s 

writings. The third and the last aim of this research is to determine to what extent the 

rhetorical structures used in abstracts by EFL researchers publishing at the national and 

international journal are convenient with the rhetorical strategies of Bitchener’s (2010) that 

was revised from Swales’s (1990) CARS model of abstract writings. 

Significance of the Study  

 This study is a contrastive genre-based analysis that is conducted to analyze, 

identify, and scrutinize journal article abstracts section published in a national and an 

international journal, and scripted by EFL researchers. Since abstracts idealize the mirror 

of any specific written research, it has been given wide attention in the literature of genre 

analysis. It is hopefully estimated that the findings of this study may redound to the 

benefits for EFL researchers to easily identify, localize, and master the organization and 

move structure and strategies in writing the abstract section of their articles. Accordingly, 

this study may also be significant in that it attends to display a clear image of the rhetorical 

moves performed by EFL researchers in writing their journal abstract section published in 

both the chosen national and the international journal. Moreover, it is hopefully expected 

that on the basis of the findings of this investigation, new insights are to be provided to 

help syllabus designers in developing adequate materials for academic writings courses to 
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assist EFL researchers in their articles’ writings which better account for them to locate 

their aims and objectives easily.   

 Research Questions 

This study aims to answer the following questions: 

 What rhetorical structures do national and international EFL researchers use in 

developing their journal abstracts writings? 

 Are EFL national and international researchers’ journal abstracts convenient 

with the rhetorical strategies of Bitchener’s (2010) that was revised from 

Swales’ (1990) CARS model of abstract writings; in terms of moves, sub-moves 

and move-order?  

 Are there any differences and similarities between the rhetorical structures that 

the national and international EFL associate in their journal abstracts’ writings? 

  

 Methodology  

This study is conducted to investigate the differences and similarities between the 

rhetorical structures and strategies that EFL researchers associate in their abstract writings 

in national and international journals. This; of course, according to generic organizations of 

Bitchener’s (2010) rhetorical framework of moves, sub-moves, and move order that was 

revised from Swales’ (1990) Create A Research Space (CARS) model as a recent model 

for Research Article (RA) abstract section writing. Therefore, a genre analysis was 

conducted objectively. Accordingly, a qualitative corpus research perspective was 

followed. Thus, depending on the generated numeric data a quantitative corpus study was 

pursued. The selected abstracts from both the targeted national and international journal 
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were analysed, in the way moves and sub-moves were identified and categorised regarding 

type and frequency and their order of occurrence in each abstract of RA.  

Structure of the Dissertation 

In addition to the general introduction and the general conclusion, this study is 

divided into two main chapters. Chapter one is devoted to the theoretical aspects in which 

the explanation of general notions about genre and genre analysis are provided.  In details, 

this chapter portrays genre and genre analysis from different angels, addressing their 

definitions, elements, domains, orientations, and approaches. The main focus is on the 

journal abstract as an academic genre scripted by EFL researchers. In the meanwhile, the 

chapter tackles the different moves, sub-moves and the order of those moves of the various 

models regarding abstracts according to the generic contrastive analysis. Chapter two; on 

the other hand, addresses the followed methodology in the selection of the corpus, the 

codification as well as the analyses of the obtained data. Eventually, the discussion of the 

engendered findings provides answers to our research questions. 
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1 Chapter1 
CHAPTER ONE: THEORITICAL BACKGROUND 

                      “Genres are communicative vehicle for the achievement of goals” 

                                                                                                                                                 (Swale 1990) 

Introduction  

Genuinely, genres are ways of life and forms of beings not just a kind of things. 

Therefore, in recent years; knowledge of genre in accordance with genre analysis concept 

has become an important aspect in the field of teaching English as a foreign language. This 

chapter is opened with the promise that it would produce an adequate overview of genre, 

its various definitions plus its domains. Following, the next heading entails the definition 

of genre analysis, its characteristics, orientations, most prominent schools, as it initially 

explains its moves, sub-moves and moves order which were extremely influential in the 

genre analysis theory. Under those circumstances, a contrastive genre analysis process has 

been illustrated to demonstrate how the study is conducted. Subsequently, this chapter also 

addresses the abstract as an academic genre, its functions, and its various models of 

analysis. Moreover, discourse community is highlighted in relevance to its couple pillar 

namely genre and communicative purpose. Eventually, previous research studies regarding 

abstract analysis are to be covered, aiming at locating their significance in the next studies. 
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1.1 The concept of Genre 

 

“Genre is not a property of a text, but is a function of reading. Genre is a category we impute to texts, and 

under different circumstances this imputation may change” 

                                                                                                                 John Frow (2002) 

1.1.1  Overview  

 

The well-known genre concept is a significant variable that has had a 

profound impact on the study of teaching and learning writing skill. However, 

many investigators have revolutionized the way we think of the genre concept. 

Thus, there were two different views that have been contradicting in giving a clear-

cut path to the system of genre. The first side sees that genre merely used to sort 

and classify the experiences, events, and actions they represent. The other side 

reveals that genres reflect, help, shape, and even generate what they represent in 

culturally defined ways (Bawarshi & Reiff, 2010). 

According to Bawarshi and Reiff (2010), the concept of genre, borrowed 

from French, has couple etymologies “genre”. In both ways, the meaning of genre 

can be traced through its related word gender. The first etymology can be directed 

to the Latin word genus which refers to “kind” or “a class of things”. While the 

second can be directed to the Latin cognate “gener”, which means to generate.  

It follows from the above, that there is a dynamic view calls for the 

understanding of how and why a genre’s formal features come to exist the way they 

do, by calling for teaching and learning genre. These formal features instead of 

being arbitrary, they are connected to social purposes and their relations. They may 

serve also in negotiating one’s intention in relation to genres explanation, motives, 

and their coordination of society. In addition, they may include knowledge of what 
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and whose purposes genres serve. Plus, when, why and where to use genre in social 

life.   

1.1.2  Definition 

 

Recently, there has been a spate of interest in how to define the concept of genre. 

Accordingly, there were many scholars who attempted to give a well-elaborated meaning 

of this notion including Swales (2010), Bathia (1993), and others. 

In his book on genre analysis: English for specific academic research setting, John 

M. Swales (1990) defined the notion of genre as “a class of communicative events, the 

members of which must share some set of communicative purposes. These purposes are 

recognized by the expert members of the parent discourse community, and thereby 

constitute the rational for the genre” (p.58). In this regard, it is a must to know what is the 

“communicative events” and their “communicative purposes” as central issues. A 

communicative event, on the one hand, is a complex notion.  Besides the discourse, it 

involves the role of the language, the environment, and the surrounding culture. 

Communicative events are also any situation involving both the spoken and the written 

language. On the other hand, the combination of the shared communicative purposes plays 

with a focus an important role in turning a collection of communicative events into the 

notion of genre. Accordingly, communicative purposes, or purpose, in particular, can be 

hard to be systematically measured and classified in accordance with the very nature of 

genre (Swales, 1990, p. 46).  

         Similarly, in the same line of thought, Vijay.K. Bathia continued in his definition of 

genre to agree with Swales that the construction of texts is determined by their 

communicative purposes stating that “recognizable communicative event characterized by 

a set of communicative purpose(s) identified and mutually understood by the members of 
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the professional or academic community in which it regularly occurs… (Bhatia, 1993, p. 

13). 

In accordance with the two above most useful definitions stated by prominent 

scholars. A widely accepted explanation by Bawarshi and Reiff (2010), seeking in defining 

genre as a classificatory tool, means of organization, and generating kinds of texts, 

manuscripts, and social actions. According to them, genres are also understood as forms of 

cultural knowledge aiming at interpreting the cultural objects within various situations. 

Further, there are few other comments on genre phenomenon. (Berkenkotter and Huckin, 

1995, p. 01) described their views on genre by stating that “Genres are intimately linked to 

a discipline’s methodology, and they package information in ways that conform to a 

discipline’s norms, values, and ideology. Understanding the genres of written 

communication in one’s field is, therefore, essential to professional success.” 

Correspondingly, genre analysis is greatly defined by deferent scholars and researchers to 

ultimately develop ideas in an academically and professionally persuasive manner. From 

this perspective, numerous genre domains have been widely introduced.  

1.1.3 Genre Domains  

 

 An elaborate system of genre is found within certain variation focusing on three 

miscellaneous challenges. Genres in the real world are frequently seen in relation to other 

genres with a certain degree of overlap and complexity in terms of genre sets, systems of 

genre, disciplinary genres, registers and colonies of genre within and across disciplinary 

boundaries (Bathia, 2014, p. 33). Additionally, there is now a new challenge with the 

evolution and development of genres, in the sense that most of the genres are dynamic. 

Thus, a certain degree of expertise, recognition, and status in the professional community 

are highly required in order to identify and exploit some of these conventionalized aspects 
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of genre expectations Kress (1987).  Moreover, the last challenge to genre theory came 

because the disciplinary characteristics have been ignored in most of the analyses of genres 

although it plays a significant role in both academic and professional settings. The 

ignorance of these disciplinary conflicts must come to an end, and be compensated with 

aspects of discourse construction, interpretation and use (Hyland, 2000; Bhatia, 1999; & 

Hewings and Nickerson, 1999). 

1.1.3.1 Registers, Genres and Disciplines 

 

If we consider how the language system works, various interpretations may be 

sensed at different levels in how the term discourse may be understood. First, it has been 

analysed as registers when the content is likely to be more addressed. In this sense, 

registers are seen as typical configurations of field, mode and tenor of discourse, 

disciplinary specificity does play a significant role in their identification (Hasan, 1973, as 

cited in Bathia, 2008, p. 31). Apart from this, registers may encounter different instances 

such as the registers of science or business, functional variation in them was seen primarily 

in terms of specialist lexis and some surface-level syntactic features alone. Second, 

discourse may be configured in addition to register as genre since it may be acknowledged 

as a written unite capable of standing alone, aiming at communicating specific meaning or 

purposes. Yet, it is favoured by a limited number of specific moves though. “Disciplines 

unlike registers, tend to be identified more in terms of their content, and in part by the field 

of discourse, rather than any typical configuration of all the three contextual factors of 

field, mode and tenor” (Bathia, 2008, p. 31). In other words, registers, genres, and 

disciplines are tremendously interrelated with one another. 

Despite the various features and constraints which characterize each of the three 

above concepts, all these may overlap in one way or another. Further, in relation to 

registers, genres are much more action-oriented than registers, which often indicate the 
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general flavour of lexico-grammatical choices. Also, genres have certain socio-cognitive 

realities, in that they invariably display typical cognitive structuring realizing 

communicative purposes or as it was labelled as move structures by Swales (1990) and 

Bhatia (1993), whereas registers are restricted to typical configurations of contextual 

features as realized through different aspects of the grammatical system. While registers 

are more likely to address the content, disciplines represent the language associated with 

the content addressed in these registers. Moreover, Genres cut across disciplines in an 

interesting manner. We often find textbooks displaying typical generic characteristics 

across a wide range of disciplines, which may include a number of disciplines in 

humanities, natural sciences or social sciences (Bathia, 2008, p. 30). Textbook as a genre, 

for instance, will certainly display a number of shared features across disciplinary 

boundaries. However, genres, at the same time, are sensitive to disciplinary variations as 

well. They display subtle variations in terms of specific disciplinary concerns, some of 

which are mutually exclusive. In short, the relationship between registers and specialist 

disciplines is more difficult to specify than the one between genres and disciplines. If 

disciplinary discourses display large areas of overlap with registers, they display 

significant areas of contrast with genres. In figure1.1, Vijay Bathia (2008) explained the 

above manuscript interrelationship between registers, disciplines and genres. 
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Figure 1.1.  Registers, genres and disciplines in academic discourse 

 

1.1.3.2     Disciplinary variation in genres within academic domains 

 

There are many domains in how genre theory contributed to the way discourse is 

used within academic domains, Bathia (2008) approached them as follows:   

1.1.3.2.1   Textbooks 

 

Textbooks as widely agreed serve as a common tendency in academic life signified 

in different roles. By offering a clear image of disciplinary landscape, textbooks are 

considered crucial in learners understanding of a specific matter (Hyland, 2000, p. 104, as 

cited in Bathia, 2008). He claims that “textbooks and through their textual practices, can 

help to convey the values and ideological assumptions of a particular academic culture”. In 

an account of this, textbooks play a pivotal role in displaying the outlined values, 
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ideological assumptions, and the all underlined characteristics of a given culture by 

members of a speech community.  

1.1.3.2.2  Lectures  

 

Another academic genre domain can even be viewed in discourse. Hence, lectures 

may also vary across domains. Although Olsen and Huckin (1990) assert that” the 

discourse level pragmatics of academic lectures” in the teaching-learning process, they 

strongly argued for both point-driven and information-driven strategies for more 

comprehension of different lectures types. Also, they pointed at the importance that 

learners must be provided by clear insights in how their different goals and needs will 

successfully be matched with the arrangement of the existing discourses.  

1.1.3.2.3  Cases 

 

Cases as a disciplinary discourse are primarily viewed as a record of previous or 

past events. Cases contain two main disciplinary discourses known as law and business. 

These variations help in both the identification and the contextualization of basic concepts, 

issues, and decisions. The methodological realisation starts with the narration and 

description of facts, the identification of problems, and the discussion of issues. Depending 

on disciplinary conventions they resort with narrowed judgments or solutions. There are 

many situations where law and business as two main variations of cases differ in the way 

solutions are arrived at based on a crucial collection of evidence. In law cases, judgments 

are arrived at following logical arguments depending on evidence resulted from the 

interpretation of rules. While, in business cases evidence are collected from the 

interpretation and application of business theories resorting in the required solution 

(Bathia, 2008). 
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1.1.3.3 Disciplinary variation in genres within professional domains 

 

Many investigators have recently turned to focus on the variation of genre within 

professional domains. Domain-specific-genre, therefore, can constitute three main 

categories each of which engenders a limited genre representing an increasing range and 

level of rational activities, exercises, performances, tasks, and practices. It is worth 

mentioning that since genres by their very nature cut across disciplinary boundaries. They 

also seem to share features across domains.  The first category hence is “Genre-set”. It 

incorporates a class of typical professional genres that a particular professional engages in 

as part of his or her routine professional activity”. (Devitt, 1991 as cited in Bathia, 2008, 

p.53-56). The second category is known as “Genre system”. It is a collection of logical 

forms mentioned by all the professional activity participants’’. This term is an immensely 

useful tool for investigating intertextually related genres. While the third and the last 

category is “Disciplinary genres”, works to spread the genre system related to the 

professional domains or particular disciplinaries. The following diagram may display more 

explanation for the related issue. (Bathia, 2008, pp.53-56). 

 

                                  Figure 1.2. Domain-Specific Genre 
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1.2 Genre Analyses 

 
“Genres are how things get done, when language is used to 

accomplish them.” 

Martin (1985) 

1.2.1  Definition 

 

         Analyzing texts is a process that requires different information in order to 

clarify which genre this text could be said to belong to. That requires taking into 

account the conventions that make two texts appear similar. In this sense, it is crucial 

to say that these texts belong to the same genre (Afleveringsdato, 2005). The wide 

range definition of genre analysis in the past few years has been covered the outlined 

concepts from different angles. There has been various scholars and investigators who 

tackled the definition of genres theory in very detailed ways. 

 The identification of vocabulary, grammar and style go hand in hand with the 

growth of the rhetorical forms.  Apart from this was due to the comparable situation in 

return to the comparable responses across time (Bitzer, 1968, p.13). Miller (1984) 

further, constructed her based view of the concept of genre as a conventional category 

of discourse on the duplication of the rhetorical situations, as well as on the 

characteristics of the rhetorical actions as responses. This localization of genre concept 

cannot be accomplished without taking the communicated meanings from its social 

contexts of a situation (Miller, 1984, p.163). Furthermore, Dudley-Evans and St John 

(1998), avouch that genre analysis depicts: “the study of the structural and linguistic 

regularities of particular genres or text-types and the role they play within a discourse 

community” (p,17). In the sense that genre analysis primarily interests is in locating 

the genre overall patterns in terms of form, meaning, function. 
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         Moreover, Swales (1990, p. 40) points out that: 

Genre analysts among the rhetoricians ... make a substantial contribution 

to the evolving concept of genre suitable for ... applied purposes... They 

provide a valuable historical context for the study of genre movements and 

they finally destroy the myth ... that genre analysis necessarily has 

something to do with constructing a classification of genres. Miller’s 

exceptional work reinforces the concept of genre as a means of social 

action, one situated in a wider socio-rhetorical context and operating not 

only as a mechanism for teaching communicative goals but also of 

clarifying what these goals might be. 

          Eventually, Bathia (2002) described genre analysis as instances of investigating 

textual manuscripts in contexts of given cultures of a speech community across various 

disciplines. The aim of this process is to be able to codify how, why and when these 

members of the speech or discourse communities perform, act and interact with each other 

to reach the outlined communicative goals (p. 06). By means of genre analysis approach, 

researchers, scholars, or specialists in the field depend on certain elements in order to 

simplify this process. 

1.2.2 Elements of Genre Analysis  

 

Genre analysis of discourses is to some extent the analysis of language in use. 

Therefore, the application of this concept depends on methodological constraints and 

boundaries which researchers may outline as moves and sub-moves. These frameworks of 

the outlined concept have been defined by many scholars. The general aim of genre 

analysis is to identify the moves and strategies of a genre, the admissible order of the 

moves, and the key linguistic features. The next step is to explain why these features were 
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chosen by expert users of the genre to achieve their communicative purpose. (Henry & 

Roseberry, 2001, p.154 as cited in Bathia, 1993) 

1.2.2.1 Moves, Sub-moves, and Move Analysis  

 

A standard procedure of genre analysis has been known as “move”. This latter has 

been identified, explained and conceptualized by many scholars and investigators. (Bathia, 

2001, p. 85). 

 Swales (2004, pp. 228–229) gave clear insights about the moves various 

terminologies stating that “A ‘move’ in genre analysis is a discourse marker or rhetorical 

unit that performs a coherent communicative function in a written or spoken discourse”. 

Put more explicitly, moves are essentially functional in character and are closely associated 

with the realisation of the communicative purpose(s) of the genre. They are recognised in 

terms of the functional values that are assigned to linguistic forms. (Bhatia, 2001, p. 85).  

Rhetorical strategies “… are motivated by variations in the way these elements of 

rhetorical structure; i.e. moves, are realised” (Bhatia, 2001, p. 85).  That is, the realized 

function in a move contributes to the overall communicative function of the particular text 

or genre at hand (Bhatia, 1993, p. 30; Henry& Roseberry, 2001, p.154). Nwogu (1997), in 

less sophisticated terms, defines a move as “a text segment made up of a bundle of 

linguistic features (lexical meaning, propositional meanings, illocutionary forces, etc.)” (p. 

120). 

The development of move structure can be defined as “steps”.  Steps of more 

particular interest however, are of different terminologies. They may be labelled stages, 

steps (Bhatia, 1993, 2001; Swales, 1990), or sub-moves (Bhatia, 2001, p. 86). This latter 

helps in the realization of different aspects of a move. (Bhatia, 1993, p. 57). 
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Apart from this, move analysis of particular interest is first introduced by Swales 

(1981), and also defined by Vergaro (2004) as the process of “… assigning a pragmatic 

function to a stretch of language and building the schematic structure through which its 

communicative purpose is achieved” (p. 182). Move analyses in the same line of thought 

can be outlined as a method that “identifies text parts that work to carry out distinct 

rhetorical functions”. This can be accomplished through following various steps. (Tardy 

,2011, pp. 55-56). In this regard, the aim of the move analysis approach “is to describe the 

communicative purposes of a text by categorizing the various discourse units within the 

text according to their communicative purposes or rhetorical moves”.  Under those 

circumstances, move analyses may be fulfilled using digital software such as Laurence 

Anthony’s AntMover 1.0 or it can just be manually accomplished (Tardy, 2011). 

 

1.2.3  Characteristics of Genre Analysis 

 

                 When Swales (1990) has published his book “Genre analysis: English in 

academic and research settings” literature has expanded its wide horizons. In this sense, 

various characteristics have been concluded by Bhatia (1996), in his article 

“Methodological Issues in Genre Analysis” as follows: 

 Genre analysis is concerned with the linguistic regularities applied on particular 

language in order to fulfil communicative needs in social, academic and professional 

situations. Thus, it is not a mere description of linguistic practices. It rather displays 

predictable explanations for such practices in relation to its context of use.  

 A central issue in genre theory is the mutual inclusiveness of its three main 

orientations as next. The consistency of communicative purpose, the recurrence of 

typical rhetorical situations and a generalized structure potential are in no way 
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mutually exclusive. However, this latter may in one way be encounter when the 

analysis targets widely one orientated aspect over the other. 

 Genre analysis narrows in interest versatile in generalities inasmuch it is useful to 

examine linguistic behaviour differently.  

 Regarding its dynamic account in explaining and adapting generic constructs, genre 

analysis succeeded to actualize a set of complicated needs. 

1.2.4 Genre Analyses Orientations 

 

Recently, there has been a spate of interest in how to classify genre in terms of 

moves or sub-moves. In this regard, many investigators have turned to focus on this 

particular issue. Therefore, the analysis of functional variation in language led to the 

founding of three various orientations namely the linguistic; sociological and the 

psychological. This classification directed in one way or another the development of the 

discourse analyses in the description of language in use. Thus, this latter helped in the 

teaching and learning of English especially for specific purposes ESP).  In this regard, 

Swales (1981,1990) addresses that the main aim of genre analysis is to gain insights into 

the nature of genre that will be useful in ESP materials writing and teaching. In the sense 

that, this ambivalent natures of genre, along with aspects of its grammar, lexis, and 

semantic, provide much better models for the ESP material designers and teachers namely 

the linguistic, sociological and psychological orientations. 

1.2.4.1 The Linguistic Orientations 

 

According to scholars and experts in the field, registers or stylistic analysis and 

certain types of discourse focused on the analysis of texts in terms of lexical, 

grammatical and rhetorical as a linguistic orientation of genre analysis. The development 
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of one level to another being far away from one-dimensional aspect of analysis has a big 

impact on the success of this progression method of analysis. Lately, the linguistic 

observation shifted its interest in textualization and rhetorical organisations. In this sense, 

Bathia (1993) added that “the analyses of varieties or registers on their own reveal very 

little about the true nature of genres and about the way social purposes are accomplished 

in and through them in settings in which they are used”. This issue can only be explained 

when the linguistic orientation goes hand in hand in its focus with the social analyses of 

genre (p. 18). 

1.2.4.2 The Sociological Orientation  

 

Another orientation of genre analysis is of the sociological concern. The 

relationship between the social and the linguistic orientation has been tackled by many 

authors. Their studies revealed that any text is organised within a specific genre that cannot 

be accomplished without its social orientation. The mechanisms working in this orientation 

treat a text as drifted by an author with a willingness to convey a certain message telling us 

about the social situations. In this sense, analysts should determine when and where this 

manuscript was first written, in addition to its social constraints and how it influences the 

writer (Bathia, 1993, p. 19). In his turn, Geertz (1973), (as cited in Bathia, 1993) refers to it 

as a thick description of any social reality, including the linguistic behaviour of any speech 

community, academic or professional that may be considered as sociological boundaries 

characterizing any specific genre. Moreover, the sociological aspects of genre, on the one 

hand, lead specialists to locate how particular genres define, organise and communicate 

social meanings. On the other hand, it narrows its horizons to locate the conventional as 

well as the standardized organization in structuring genres before it clarifies all its 

profound impulses. Bathia (1993) also emphasizes that “the sociological aspect of genre 
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analysis focuses on the conventional and often standardized features of genre 

construction…” (p. 19). 

1.2.4.3  The Psychological Orientation 

 

An elaborated system of psychology is now found in the genre theory. Thus, the 

relationship between psychology and genre analysis has been widely considered. Bathia 

(1993) for instance attempted to classify psychological orientation of genre analysis into 

the psycholinguistics and the tactical aspects.  

The psycholinguistic aspect of genre analysis reveals the cognitive 

structuring, typical of particular areas of inquiry, whereas the tactical 

aspect of genre description highlights the individual strategic choices 

made by the writer in order to execute his or her intention. These tactical 

choices, appropriately called strategies. (Bathia, 2013, p. 59). 

Accordingly, there are two type strategies aiming at helping writers to write 

efficiently taking into account all requirements as well as the restrictions that they may 

encounter namely discriminative and non-discriminative. These tactical strategies used by 

writers to make the written genre more effective. Such strategies are generally 

discriminative tending to vary the nature of genre significantly that helps to distinguish 

genres from sub-genres within them. Non-discriminative strategies tend to not change the 

essential communicative purpose of the genre, whereas its conventional rules are to be 

exploited for a genre purpose. (Bathia, 1993)  

1.2.5  Schools of genre analysis 

 

Genre analysis is an approach or procedure followed by specific members of speech 

community. It directs analysts to define, organize and submit the communicated specific 
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meanings. Hence, it attempts to classify the wide range of textual patterns that language 

users acknowledge to get things done. Apart from this led to the international recognition 

of the three schools of genre analysis namely the “English for Specific Purposes” (ESP) 

tradition, the “systemic functional Sydney School” (the Australian school), and the” North 

American New Rhetoric tradition”. (Barron, 2012, p. 07).  The latter current genre theories 

and teaching applications in three research areas where genre scholarship has taken 

significantly different paths were established by Hyon (1996) in his article “Genre in Three 

Traditions”. The difference between these three schools’ classifications relates to the 

intellectual roots, the aspects of language, the social function, and to the educational 

targeted contexts. 

1.2.5.1  English for Specific Purposes (ESP) School 

 

Genre theory in ESP has strongly been affected by Swales (1990) studies. He 

depicted genre as communicative events that are identified by their communicative 

purposes, as well as by various patterns of structure, style, content and intended audience. 

Subsequently, many investigators in ESP have been interested in genre as a tool for 

analyzing and teaching the spoken and written language produced by native and non-native 

speakers in academic and professional settings Hyon (1996). In general, they have paid 

particular attention to detailing the formal characteristics of genres while focusing less on 

the specialized functions of texts and their surrounding social contexts (Hyon,1996, p. 07). 

1.2.5.2  North American New Rhetoric School  

 

 New Rhetoric research describes a body of North American scholarship from a 

variety of disciplines concerned with L1 teaching, including rhetoric, composition studies, 

and professional writing. Genre scholars in these areas have differed from those in ESP as 

they have focused more on the situational contexts in which genres occur than on their 
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forms and have placed special emphases on the social purposes, or actions, that these 

genres fulfil within these situations Hyon (1996). Further, Miller’s article “Genre as Social 

Action” (1984) has been seminal in shaping New Rhetoric genre theory within L1 

disciplines. In it, Miller argues, “a rhetorically sound definition of genre must be centered 

not on the substance or the form of discourse, but on the action, it is used to accomplish” 

(p. 151) 

1.2.5.3  Australian School 

 

Although Australian genre theories have developed during roughly the same period 

as those of ESP and New Rhetoric studies, they have evolved mainly independently of 

both traditions. Australian approaches to genre have been centred within a larger theory of 

language known as systemic functional linguistics, developed by British-born scholar 

Michael Halliday. In analyzing these social processes, Australian genre scholars have 

differed from both ESP and New Rhetoric researchers in their focus on primary and 

secondary school genres and non-professional workplace texts rather than on university 

and professional writing. Hyon (1996). 

1.2.6   Contrastive Genre Analysis 

 

The contrastive genre analysis process is approached to compare between texts 

written by native and non-native speakers of the language under study based on their genre 

following an outlined methodology, i.e. it can be approached when different cultures 

coincide. Analysts advocate this process in order to clearly display differences between the 

manuscripts. The remarked Cross-cultural differences are established in the moves 

identified, in the sequence in which these moves occur and in the linguistic realisation of 

the moves. In practice, these differences may be due to the result of structural differences 

across languages rather than cultural differences. (Barron, 2012, pp. 26-27). Nord (2002) 
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suggests that this question as to whether differences are due to culture or language can 

often only be answered by comparing the data with similar data in other cultures of the 

same language. (p.165 as cited in Barron, 2012).  While in most cases the focus is more 

strongly on the micro-textual level than on the macro-textual level of analysis. 

 Kaplan (1966) in his article “Cultural thought patterns in Intercultural Education” 

is the first who engenders the concept of contrastive genre analysis. He demonstrated after 

analyzing paragraphs developments in about six hundred essays written by ESL students 

from various backgrounds that students’ writing tendencies rest on their cultural 

backgrounds as well as their patterns of thinking. Kaplan (1996) states that students had 

transferred the linguistic patterns and rhetorical conventions of their L1 into their L2 

productions. This study marked the beginning of the field of contrastive rhetoric which is 

defined as “an area of research in second language acquisition that identifies problems in 

composition encountered by second language writers, by referring to the rhetorical 

strategies of the first language, attempts to explain them” (Connor, 1996, p. 5).  

Furtherance, Connor (2002) introduced a new umbrella term, intercultural rhetoric, which 

better accounts for the dynamic nature of cultural representations and one that shifts 

attention from textual features to contextual social constraints. 
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1.3 An Academic Genre: Researchers’ Journal Abstracts 

 
The article’s abstract serves as one further step in turning the 

article into an object, for the abstract consider the article as a whole and then makes 

a representation of it. 

(Bazerman, 1984) 

Abstracts are very important both as a prereading and a post-

reading phase to the point that they should be the starting point of any professional 

reading. 

                                                                 (Salager-Meyer, 1990) 

1.3.1 Overview  

 

Abstract writing is an increasingly important subgenre of academic writing. Each 

year writer researchers produce an enormous number of publications to share their 

interdisciplinary research findings of their field of specialty with the large audience. Since 

there is no practical way to read every new publication in its entirety. Abstracts have 

become a useful way for researchers, scholars and author members of different academic 

communities to share, process and organise the giant amount of new information 

(Kotnarowski, 2015). 

According to the web-based free encyclopedia “Wikipedia”, An abstract is a brief 

summary of a research article, thesis, review, conference proceeding, or any in-depth 

analysis of a particular subject, and is often used to help the reader quickly ascertain the 

paper's purpose. In addition, an abstract is a concise self-contained summary of longer 

research publication. It helps in reducing a longer research work to its essential elements. 

Hence, abstracts are designed to stand alone or be presented by themselves. In this regard, 

Bathia (1993) in his seminal work stated that abstracts are instances of recognisable 

different genres. Abstract, as a particular genre of discourse analysis, therefore has been 

identified due to the well-localised and mutually understood purposes that the abstracts 

fulfil to communicate specific meanings. Abstracts are the first part of academic articles. It 

gives researchers an adequate view of whether particular papers are worth requesting for 
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further attention or not, thus to determine the relevancy of the article to the readers (Salger-

meyer, 1990). 

The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) defines abstract as “an 

abbreviated, accurate representation of the contents of a document, preferably prepared by 

its author(s) for publication with it” (ANSI 1979, p 1). Apart from this, abstract is the 

description of the research, the summary of a longer work, and the outline of the full study 

which contains some rhetorical division.  

          One of the common forms of abstracts are Journal abstracts. Journal abstracts are 

used by writer researchers when submitting a new publication to a print or an online 

journal. They can be further divided into descriptive and informative journal abstracts. 

Both of these kinds of abstract present information from the original work in an objective 

neutral tone. That is, they do not evaluate the work. They simply report the information 

included in it. Accordingly, descriptive journal article abstracts also known as indicative 

abstracts act like an outline of the work being described. They often include information 

about the problem being studied and the method(s) used to study it. They usually do not 

include information about the results or conclusion of the study. As integrity, they are 

usually short (often no more than 100 to 150 words) and sometimes even shorter. 

Informative journal article abstracts are more comprehensive than descriptive abstracts, 

and often summarises the original information founded in the article. They are expected to 

be a stand-alone piece of writing. They include the same information as descriptive 

abstracts, but also include information about the results and conclusion of the study, as 

well as any other author possible recommendations. They are usually longer (often from 

200 to 300 words) and sometimes even longer than that. (Kotnarowski, 2015). 
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1.3.2 Functions of Journal Article’s Abstract 

 

As the numbers of journals continues to grow, writer researchers all over the world 

are facing an increase pressure to distinguish themselves and their work through 

publications. Thus, the ability to write clear, concise an effective journal abstract is an in-

demand skill. Huckin (2001) notes that journal abstracts (JA) serve at least four different 

functions. First, they function as stand-alone mini-texts. This means that they are often 

used to give researcher a short summary of the topic of a research study including its 

methodology and its main results. Second, JA also functions as a screening devises for 

researchers. In this sense, they provide readers with brief synapses of the important 

information from the article and help them to decide whether to read the whole article or 

not. Third, they can also function as previews for readers intending to read the whole 

article. Apart from this, they give the readers a broad map of the outlined study. Finally, 

they provide indexing-help for professional abstract writers and editors. Therefore, 

abstracts make it easier for publishers and database administrators to organise articles in 

journals, which in turn make it easier for prospective readers to search for them.  

(Kotnarowski, 2015). 

Accordingly, abstracts are considered crucial as a pre-reading and post-reading 

phase since they idealise the mirror of any scientific written research. Thus, a number of 

studies localize more focus on the abstract framework (Salager-Meyer, 1990, p.9). In 

general, abstracts became a very important genre in academic research. Many investigators 

have outlined the wide range functions of abstracts. As such, swales (1990) stated that 

abstracts function as being “advanced indicators of the content and structure of the 

following text” (p.179). In this sense, abstracts play a pivotal role in addressing the various 

and main aspects or indicators of the outlined work or study in a given manuscript 

underlined by a given member of a speech community. Since it is very important to the 
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readers rather than to the writers especially in any professional readings. We thus may say 

that abstract has a very significant value in the genre analysis of discourse studies. One of 

the roles the abstract function in is when it helps the readers deciding the relevance of the 

research they are attempting and interesting of doing. Accordingly, whether the directed 

study is worth reading or not. The abstract is meant to function as a “representation” as 

(Bazerman, 1984, p.58),” front matter” as (Swales, 1990, p.179), or a “summary” as 

(Bhatia, 1993, p.78).  Abstract availability revealed in “informing the reader the exact 

contents of the research paper and hence indicating whether the full article merit further 

attention or not” (Martin, 2003, p.26). Abstracts therefore help the readers to address the 

followed methodology selected for the study, the analyses of the data provided, as well as 

the discussion of the results obtained and the presentation of the directed conclusion.  

To conclude; abstracts are often used to apply for research grants, propose an idea 

for a book, a book chapter, or a conference talk, or a conference paper. Further, they 

complete the process of writing a thesis or dissertation.    
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1.3.3  Discourse Community 

 

A central issue in genre theory is the identification of the boundaries of the concept 

discourse community with its various definitions, parameters and relations. The concept 

discourse seems to be originated in the sociolinguistic notion of speech community. It 

appears from the first shot that discourse community works to identify groups of speakers 

who share the same linguistic norms, social class, gender, ethnicity, religion, roles, culture, 

traditions, customs, and so on. knowing discourse community first requires knowing what 

is discourse. Discourse, hence is the language in use that be understood as participating in 

social systems and so having determining effects in social life. Accordingly, discourse 

community “audience” is a way of conceptualizing context as defined by and emerging 

from a particular community. (Bawarshi and Reiff, 2010, p. 211). In point of fact, Corbett 

(2009) portrays that discourses community consists of members who share the same 

communicative purposes but are not by necessity geographically or ethnically close. 

Hyland (2016) acknowledged, in his book Teaching and Researching Writing, that “the 

term ‘discourse community’ is one of the most indeterminate in the writing literature” 

(p.26). He Also points out “discourse community is a group of people who have texts and 

practices in common, whether it is a group of academics or the readers of teenage 

magazines. In fact, discourse community can refer to several overlapping groups of people: 

It can refer to the people a text is aimed at; it can be the people who read a text; or it can 

refer to the people who participate in a set of discourse practices both by reading and 

writing”. When defining discourse community two key concepts are of great interrelation, 

namely genre and communicative purpose. Swales (1990) depicted discourse communities 

as “socio-rhetorical networks that form in order to work towards sets of common goals”. 

These common goals become the basis for shared communicative purposes, with genres 
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enabling discourse community members to achieve these communicative purposes. 

(Bawarshi and Reiff, 2010).  

Likewise, in terms of the communicative purpose(s), the abstract presents a faithful 

and accurate summary, which is representative of the whole article. Research article 

introduction, on the other hand, only introduces the article without giving out everything 

reported in the article. It only marks a link between what has gone before in the relevant 

field of research and the present work that is being reported. (Bathia, 1993, p.154)  

Apart from this, discourse communities are characterized by common goals, 

specific genres, shared terminologies, material mechanisms (e.g., meeting rooms and 

newsletters) for communication, and a critical mass of members to pass along community 

goals and communicative purposes to new members (Bawarshi and Reiff, 2010).  As 

follows from the above various definition, Swales outlined the main boundaries that define 

and identify the concept of discourse community. He then proposes six systematic 

characteristics of discourse communities as follows:  

1) “a discourse community has a broadly agreed set of common public goals”. 

 These goals can either be clearly stated or understood from the given context. 

2) “mechanisms of intercommunication among its members”. 

 Members of the discourse community might have a mechanism of interaction.  

3) Membership within a discourse community depends on individuals. 

 using these mechanisms to participate in the life of the discourse community. 

4) “a discourse community utilizes and hence possesses one or more genres in the 

communicative furtherance of its aims”. 

 Accordingly, this genre must be recognizable and clearly defined by the 

members of the speech community. 
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5) “in addition to owning genres, a discourse community has acquired some specific 

lexis”  

 Lexis, therefore, can take the form of “increasingly shared and specialized 

terminology”. 

6) Finally, “a discourse community has a threshold level of members with a suitable 

degree of relevant content and discoursal expertise”. 

      A standard parameter for assessing discourse community is the communicative 

purpose. This later has been widely introduced in the 1980s’ in accordance with the formal 

genre movement. Therefore, communicative purpose(s) is an essential parameter used both 

to create genres membership and to distinguish similar text genre (Askihave & Swales, 

2001). Along with the study of genre analyses, these parameters of discourse community 

necessitate the desired communicative purposes of particular interest in which they are 

intended to accomplish. According to Swales (1990), communicative purpose is “both a 

privileged criterion and one that operates to keep the scope of a genre as here conceived 

narrowly focused on comparable rhetorical action” (p. 58). In this way, any major change 

in the communicative purpose is likely to give us a different genre…therefore, genre is 

primarily characterized by the communicative purpose that it is intended to fulfil. This 

shared set of communicative purpose(s) shapes the genre and gives it an internal structure” 

(Bathia, 1993, p.13). Genre, thus when defined in relation to a discourse community, is 

understood as a relatively stable class of linguistic and rhetorical events that member of a 

discourse community has typified in order to respond to and achieve shared 

communicative goals or purposes. Hence, adopting genre analysis involves analyzing texts 

in their specific context of use. As such, textual analyses are related to the particular 

discourse community in which they emerge. (Dudley-Evans & St. John, 1998, pp. 91–92). 

Swales (1990) concluded that ‘a discourse community ’s nomenclature for genres is an 
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important source of insight’ (p. 54). This statement envisages that professional and 

experienced members of discourse community regarding a particular genre may succeed in 

being more expertise to easily attribute certain genre types its names paving the way for 

these names to be commonly shared among the specific community.   

1.3.4 Different Models of Abstract Analysis   

 

An elaborated system of analyzing abstracts may depend on the known 

methodology as genre analysis. This analytical process has been seen from different angles 

by different scholars. Thus, various models were acknowledged in this field of concern.    

1.3.4.1   Swales’ Model 

 

 Establishing models and investigating researches on move analysis was a result of 

the huge need to read, write and publish academic research articles by non-native ESP 

learners. Thus, Swales (1981), and after a long way of investigating the rhetorical 

organisation of forty-eight research articles introduction from three disciplinary domains 

divided equally, namely 1/3 from hard science articles, 1/3 from biology (medical fields), 

and 1/3 from social science, has assigned four move structure enabling researchers 

proceeding move analysis.  This latter demonstrates that these moves are respectively, 

“Establishing the field, Reporting previous research, Preparing for the present research, 

and Introducing present research”. This study contributed to the emergence of the genre 

analysis theory with the leadership of John Mickle Swales (1981,2004) starting with the 

presentation of the first swales (1981) model. The following table explains the initially 

mentioned state.  
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Table 1.1. Swales’ First Model 

Move 01 Move 02 Move 03 Move 04 

Establishing the 

field 

Reporting previous 

research 

Preparing for 

present research 

 

Introducing 

present research 

Showing Centrality 

of the Topic 

Strong Author 

Orientation 

Indicating a Gap Giving the Purpose 

Stating Current 

Knowledge of the 

Topic 

Weak Author 

Orientation 

Question Raising Describing Present 

Research 

Ascribing Key 

Characteristics 

Subject Orientation Extending a Finding  

Note** Swales (1981) 

        This model (Swales, 1981) has been under criticism by many analysts namely 

(Lopez, 1982; Bley-Vroman and Selinker, 1984; Crookes, 1986a). These scholars have 

commented on the difficulties of separating move 01 and move 02.  Stating that “the fact 

that the original corpus was deliberately restricted to short introductions led to the creation 

of a separate citational category … A further consequence of the corpus choice was neglect 

of the recycling possibilities in linger introductions. In addition, the range of options in the 

final two moves was overly restricted (Jacoby, 1987; Cooper, 1985; as cited in Swale, 

1990, p.140). Consequently, Swales (1990) forged his own initial four moves model into a 

new one labelled CARS (Create a Research Space) model which in turns also labelled 

move step. In this revised model, a great interest was mainly given to the ecological 

analogy rather further than hitherto, since it is more adequate for capturing the RA 

characteristics. (Swales, 1990, p.140).  This CARS model can be illustrated as with the 

following table.   
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Table 1.2. Swales (1990) CARS Model 

Move 01 Move 02 Move 03 

Establishing a Territory Establishing a Niche Occupying the Niche 

Claiming Centrality (Step 

01) (and/or) 

Counter-claiming (Or) (Step 

01A) 

Outlining purposes (Step 

01A), (Or) 

 

Making topic 

generalization(s) (Step 02), 

(and/or)   

Indicating a gap  (Step 01 

B) (Or) 

Announcing present 

research (Step 01B) 

Reviewing items of 

previous research (Step 03) 

Question-raising (Step 01 

C),  (Or) 

Announcing principal 

findings (Step 02) 

 Continuing a tradition (Step 

01D) 

Indicating research article 

structure (Step 03) 

Note** (Swales’ 1990, p.141)  

 

As it is demonstrated in the table above, Swales’ (1990) CARS model depicts three 

main moves, namely: Establishing a territory, establishing a niche, and occupying the 

niche. Since the first move of this model “Establishing a territory” represents the starting 

point, it should draw readers’ attention. In addition to its effectiveness in clearly defining 

the discourse community related and the territory boundaries of the topic in interest.  

Establishing a territory is of three main steps. The first one is claiming centrality when the 

writer locates the topic significance of the cruciality. The second one is to make topic 

generalisation throw maintaining background knowledge, coinciding the phenomena 

description. The last step, by its turn, sponsors to review items of previous researchers as it 

gives clear-cut insights about the current study. Automatically the second move is 

responsible to create a niche for the current research as one important issue with regard to 

this move is its cyclicity. As it is argued before by several investigators, “Niche 

establishment” does not necessarily occur only at the end of literature review, but may 
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follow review of individual items so that cycles of move one (01)/ step three (03) and 

move two (02) recur (Swales, 1990, p.158).  Moreover, this move may be achieved in 

favour of four (04) main steps. One will mention the counterclaim or challenging a 

consensus, and indicating that the previous studies contain a gap while in the current 

studies researchers aim at locating it. A number of questions will be raised. Ultimately, the 

idea that all these initial studies are armatures of the new one will be demonstrated.  

Thirdly, “occupying the niche”. This move aims at shaping the established niche in the 

previous move (move 02) to create a more suitable research platforms of the current 

article. In accordance with the first move (Establishing a territory), this move also contains 

three main steps. The first step is an obligatory element in move 03, which in turn contains 

two predominating classes. In the first class, the writer(s) submit their main purpose(s) of 

the study. The following class of this step the writer(s) depicts the main and initial features 

of the research or study. In both classes of, the absence of references is widely marked in 

addition to the absence of the direct referring of the current study. The second step of this 

move offers the announcement of the main findings as well as the outline of the work. The 

third and the last step indicates research article structure, however; it is known to be 

characterised by the deficiency in the analysis’s corpora.  

Notwithstanding the previous revised CARS model, there have been several 

analysists who also criticised Swales (1990) model. According to Samrag’s (2002), “move 

step” model neglects several classes and steps that are inevitably located in the research 

article. For instance, it neglects the definition of terms, the illustration of difficult items, 

and the development of the target research. Following this criticism and comments Swales 

again reconsidered his previous CARS model (1990) to a new forged one of (2004). This 

model minimizes the numbers of steps in the first move to just one citation required step 

under the name of “Topic generalization of increasing specificity”. Subsequently, the third 
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step has also been changed in terms of numbers and terminologies, rather than in different 

directions. In details, the third move under the name of” presenting the present work” has 

been extended to seven steps. One obligatory step, three optional and the other three are 

probably in some fields (PISF), but unlikely in others. Eventually, the first and the second 

move of this model have the property of possible recycling of increasingly specific topics. 

That is to say, that move one and move may repeatedly reoccur in the whole manuscript of 

the introduction. Apart from this, Choe (2014) avouches that this model may be adapted to 

fit the different contexts in various disciplines.  The following table presents the previous 

illustrated model. 

Table 1.3. Swales’ CARS Model 

Move 01 Move 02 Move 03 

Establishing a Territory 

(Citation required) via 

Establishing a Niche 

(Citation possible) via 

Presenting the present work 

(Citation possible) 

Topic generalization of 

increasing specificity (Step 

01) 

Indicating a gap  (Step 01 

A) (or) 

Announcing present 

research descriptively 

and/or purposively (Step 01) 

(obligatory) 

 Adding to what is known 

(Step 01 B) 

Presenting research 

questions or hypotheses 

(Step 02)  (optional) 

 presenting positive 

justification (Optional) 

Definitional clarifications 

(Step 03)  (optional) 

[ Possible recycling of, Or increasingly specific topics] Summarizing methods (Step 

04)  (optional) 

  Announcing principal 

outcomes (Step 05)  (PISF) 

  Stating the value of present 

research  (Step 06) (PISF) 

  Outlining the structure of 

the paper (Step 07)  (PISF) 

Note** (Swales,1990, p.141) 
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1.3.4.2 Bathia’s Model 

  

In order to find out how the overall structure of an abstract article is well organised, 

Bathia (1993) avouches via four main questions that abstract first describes what the author 

did by introducing the underlined purpose. Second, it clarifies how the author did what it 

does by describing the methodology. Third, it submits what are the findings of the author 

by giving the summary of the obtained results. Finally, it ends by what the author 

concluded of course through the clear presentation of the conclusion. As follows from the 

above, Bathia (1993) extracted accordingly four main moves which better accounts for the 

structure of the abstract section. Each move is coordinated with its outlined questions as 

demonstrated in the table below.  

Table 1.4. Summary of Bathia’s (2008) abstract model 

 

“The targeted 

questions in the 

abstracts” 

“The attempted clarification” 

 What the author did 

 Introducing purpose 

    This move tends to describe the ultimate intention of the writer as it 

represents the basis of the research, and it may set the several objectives of 

the study, or the problem tackled. 

 How the author did 

it 

 Describing the methodology 

       It indicates the experimental design as well as the used methodology 

with the scope of the research. 

 What the author 

found 

 Summarizing the results 

      In this move, observations and results are indicated in addition to 

suggesting solution. 

 What the author 

concludes 

 Presenting the conclusion 

     This move indicates the interpretation of the finding and the possible 

implication of this results. 

Note** (Bathia, 2008, p. 109) 
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1.3.4.3 Hyland’s Model 

 

A great deal of research has established that written texts embody interactions 

between writers and readers. Therefore, number of researches of genre analysis were 

addressed in order to identify and codify some linguistic features which in turns can 

presupposes the role of certain pieces. In this regard, several scholars, who were inspired 

by (Swales, 1981, 1990) works on the move structure of RA’s introduction, have pioneered 

the theory of genre analysis to account for the rhetorical movements in research abstract 

articles. Hyland (2000) for instance promoted in favour of four move namely: purpose, 

method, results and conclusion a five moves model. Each move in his model aims at 

realising certain communicative purposes. When the writes purpose is identified from the 

introduction move. The model provides a comprehensive and an integrated way in how the 

rhetorical movements are structured in abstract articles and how the discoursal preferences 

are performed in certain communities.  

Table 1.5. Hyland’s Five move model structure 

Move Function 

Introduction Establishes contexts of the paper and motivates the research. 

Purpose Indicates purpose, outlines the aim behind the paper. 

Method 
Provides information on design, procedures, data analysis, 

etc. 

Product Indicates results and arguments. 

 
Points to application, or wider application, and interpretation 

scope of paper. 

Note** (Hyland, 2000, p.67) 
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1.3.4.1 Bitcheners’ Model  

 

Counting on Swales (1990), and Bunton’s (2002) model, Bitchener (2010) 

considered a new move step model of master thesis or dissertation abstracts. Move-step 

model of Bitchener was constructed to scrutinize the rhetorical structures and strategies; 

i.e. move and sub-move(steps) used in each abstract section in order to localise the overall 

mentioned move patterns characteristics of a written piece on any research. This forged 

model seems identical to Bunton (2002) model except for minor revision concerning the 

optional steps constituting the third move. The detailed move step model is outlined the 

table below.  

Table 1.6. Bitchener’s (2010) Model 

Moves Sub-moves 

INTRODUCTION  

Provide context, background of the research. (Step 01) 

Identify the motivation of the research. (Step 02) 

Explain the significance/ centrality of the research focus. (Step 03) 

Identify a research gap or continuation of research tradition. (Step 04) 

PURPOSE  
Identify aims or intentions, questions or hypotheses. (Step 01) 

Develop aims or intentions, questions or hypotheses. (Step 02) 

METHOD 

Identify / justify overall approach and methods. (Step 01) 

Identify key design aspects. (Step 02) 

Identify data source(s) and parameters. (Step 03) 

Identify data analysis processes. (Step 04) 

PRODUCT 

Present main findings/ results of key aims, question (Step 01) 

Present main findings/ results of subsidiary/ additional aims, questions. (Step 

02) 

CONCLUSION 

Suggest significance/importance of findings beyond the research, 

considering contributions to theory, research and practice. (Step 01) 

Suggest applications (for practice) and implications (for further research). 

(Step 02)  

Note** (Bitchener, 2010, pp.11-12) 
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1.3.5 Previous Research Studies 

 

The concept of genre analysis has maintained a central position in the last few 

decades when a wide number of researches processed the analysis of different genres. As a 

more conventional and renewed analytical scope of academic research manuscripts, Swales 

CARS model was acknowledged even for an assorted span of texts. Furtherance, previous 

research studies have been conducted on research article abstracts in English. When many 

applied linguistics investigators have become increasingly interested in manuscript 

organization of the journal article abstracts. Swales studies (1981, 2004) on analyzing 

introductory sections of research have pioneered the analytical frameworks by identifying 

aspects, items, rhetorical structures encountered in the outlined section. Subsequently, 

Bizzell (1982), noted that "response to the discourse conventions which arise from 

preferred ways of creating and communicating knowledge within particular 

communities"(p.4).  In addition, (Salager-Meyer, 1990), based his work on grammatical 

aspects of abstracts, and more precisely on tenses. He stated that “there is a close 

relationship between the rhetorical function of each abstract move and the use of verb 

tenses and modality” (Hyland ,2000; Lorés, 2004) examined the textual and the rhetorical 

moves along with some of the linguistic features that express abstract in linguistics. It 

seems important to study how language in abstracts also reflects differences across 

disciplines. Likewise, Samraj (2002) avouches that centrality claim moves are more 

essential in the abstract of conservation biology than those in wildlife behaviour. Martin-

Martin (2003), described the rhetorical variation between the research article abstracts 

written in English and those written in Spanish in the field of experimental social sciences. 

He stated that “the relationship between the writer and the discourse community s/he 

addresses which is different both in terms and expectation” (p..24). Jalilifar (2004) based 
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his study on applied linguistic abstracts written by native speakers of Persian, English and 

other languages, and concluded that the differences might be linked to first language 

interference and socio-cultural factors. Thenceforward, various variations across 

disciplines on abstracts have been engendered.  

Conclusion 

To sum up, this chapter reported the concept of “genre” from multiple angles 

regarding its various parameters. Narrowly, “genre analysis” has been entailed in 

accordance with contrastive studies. Moreover, the “EFL researchers’ journal abstracts”, as 

an academic genre of a particular interest, has been precisely and concisely highlighted, to 

eventually situate previous research abstract studies.  
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2 CHAPTER TWO: THE PRACTICAL PART  
 

“Research is the joy of discovering something no one knew before” 

 Stephen Hawking 

Introduction 

According to the targeted aims of the current study, the first chapter was 

exclusively devoted to theoretical aspects, aiming at contextualizing the research through 

the background knowledge provided explaining relevant aspects. This chapter, 

nonetheless; precisely deals with the practical work. It consists of the process of the 

selected corpus, the implemented instrumentation in the data collection, and the analysis of 

this data. Since data analysis was approached via two raters, an Inter-rater-reliability test 

was employed making the current methodology different from the previous ones.  It also 

provides reports of the results and the related interpretations and discussions. Eventually, 

this chapter draws attention to the conclusion ended with the whole master dissertation.  

2.1 Research Methodology  

 

In this section, we will be focusing on a set of methods and principles used to 

perform the corpus compilation, instrumentations, and the analysis procedure. This latter 

combines the corpus codification, the data collection and eventually the data analysis.  

2.1.1 Corpus Compilation  

 

The dataset implemented in this study was a subset of articles’ abstracts written by 

EFL researchers and published in a national journal (the Human Sciences – Constantine1 

University) and an international one (Annual Review of Applied Linguistics – Cambridge 

University). The selection of the international corpus; on the one hand, was chosen based 
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on statistical ranking from the online website of “scimagojr.com.” Accordingly, the first 

British journal was selected. The selection of the national corpus; on the other hand, was 

based on questioning six English professors from Oum El Bouaghi English department 

emphasizing that since there is no statistical ranking background for the national journals, 

the current study may opt for the Human Sciences journal - Constantine1 University 

regarding its availability.  The chosen corpus presents a compilation of fifty-two written 

abstracts each sub-corpus comprises twenty-six journal abstracts all of them specialized in 

the field of teaching English as a foreign language (TEFL). This data was compiled from 

the electronic libraries of both Universities, whereas the selected journals articles are 

published between the years 2015 and 2019. Table 2.1. highlights the digital dataset source 

from which the corpus was gathered, plus the total number of abstracts per corpus. 

Table 2.1. The Source of the Compiled Dataset 

Source N° of abstracts 

http://revue.umc.edu.dz/index.php/h (Constantine1 University)  

Search ↣ English Teaching 

26 

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/annual-review-of-applied-

linguistics   Search  ↣ English Teaching 

26 

Total N° of the selected corpora 52 

 

The following common criteria are set in all the selected corpora for the insurance of 

the “objectivity”, the “validity” and “reliability” of the findings: 

http://revue.umc.edu.dz/index.php/h%20(Constantine1
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/annual-review-of-applied-linguistics
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/annual-review-of-applied-linguistics
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 All the selected national articles were published in the journal of the Human 

Sciences – Constantine1 University, while the international ones were published in 

The Annual Review of Applied Linguistics – Cambridge University.  

 All the selected articles majoring in the field of teaching English as a foreign or 

second language (TEFL/TESL), more specifically the field of applied linguistics.  

 Their years of the publication range from (2015 to 2019). 

 The articles report empirical research based on practical databases. 

 In the selection of both the national and the international journal articles, there were 

NO considerations to both the volume and the number of issues regarding each 

article.  

 Each article is edited by different authors.  

 Each journal article abstract was written in a complete journal article, with a length 

of 80 “of NABs” - 84 “of IABs” words upward.  

 All articles are published online.  

 Taking into account all the previous criteria, all the selected articles represent 

nearly the whole population. 

Table 2.2. displays the year of publication of the articles in each journal with the entire 

number of each selected article per year. 
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Table 2.2.  N° of Journal Articles Published per Year  

Year of publication 
 The N° of the selected national 

abstracts (Human Sciences - 

Constantine1 University Journal) 

 The N° of the selected international 

abstract (Annual Review of Applied 

Linguistics – Cambridge University journal) 
Total  

2015 2 4 6 

2016 9 7 16 

2017 9 10 19 

2018 6 5 11 

2019 0 0 0 

Total 26 26 52 

 

2.1.2 Instrumentation  

 

According to the generic organization of Bitchener (2010) rhetorical framework 

that was revised from Swales (1990) Create A Research Space (CARS) model, a 

qualitative method was adapted encompassing descriptive analysis and quantitative 

methods, comprising frequency count. This may help to mark abstracts rhetorical move 

step structure employed by EFL researchers’ writings in the two previously mentioned 

journals. Following the selected model, the analysis was adapted to scrutinize the rhetorical 

moves, sub-moves and their order applied and exercised in each abstract section. In 

addition to displaying the overall move pattern characterizing each sample. At a macro 

level analysis, a move by move comparison between the two sub-corpora was manually 

made to account for all the similarities and differences presented between the two sub-

corpora. Inter-Rater Reliability test was used to help in deciding the degree of the 

agreement among the two raters in terms of the identification of each move, sub-move, or 

move patterns. While the AntConc and Microsoft Excel Software were used in counting 

the statistical aspects.  
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2.1.3 Corpus Codification Procedure  

 

To conduct research, an investigator might have a scheme or a plane in order to 

effectively accomplish the study. Subsequently, a system of codification, by putting one 

data sample into another system (words, letters, symbols or numbers) might be 

approached. Therefore, in the process of analyzing the corpus, there should be good 

knowledge of the way to do it. Thus, the system of codification for the current study was 

designed as follows: 

 Each manuscript from all the corpora was codified into a three-letter acronym.  

o The first letter denotes the chosen journal, (I: for the international journal), 

and (N: for the national one). 

o The next two letters indicate the selected academic genre “Abstract”  AB 

 The system of letters was followed by a number (from 01 to 26)  

Accordingly, abstracts from the national journal were demonstrated like (NAB01, NAB02, 

…, NAB26), and their plural was demonstrated like NABs, while those of international 

journal were codified like (IAB01, IAB02, …, IAB26), and their plural was demonstrated 

like IABs. 

 The existence of the steps in each move was symbolized through the use of the 

number "1". Whereas the absence of the outlined steps was marked through the use 

of the number "0". 

 In Move Analysis (the Compulsory; ”60 % upward”, ordinary; “90%-30%) and 

voluntary 30% downward,) classification was implemented to assist in the 

explanation of the findings.   
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2.1.4 Data Collection Procedure 

 

In this study, data were collected based upon the “Bottom-up_Top-down” 

processing. Depending on a macro level analysis, the top down processing refers to the 

perception that is driven by cognition. Narrowly speaking, this process means the 

identification of moves and sub-moves in abstracts, where the content is highly examined. 

In this sense, the analysts tend to interpret the outlined content reported by the author in a 

given abstract. Subsequently, the bottom-up processing is an explanation for the perception 

that involves starting with an incoming stimulus, and working upwards until a presentation 

of objects is formed in our minds (Cherry, 2019). More precisely, this process allows the 

analysts to scrutinize moves and sub-moves relying on the linguistics features scripted by 

the author. 

Texts were separated and analyzed following Bitcheners’ model (2010) that was 

revised from Swales’ (1990) model which helped to outline the typical moves and steps. 

Taking into account the linguistic boundaries, these rhetorical strategies were analysed in 

relation to the prospective communicative purpose emphasized by the author. 

2.1.5 Data Analyses 

 

In the current study, both qualitative and quantitative methods were implemented in 

the analysis of the obtained data. On the one hand, a description of the data provided was 

involved in order to identify and depict the forms and functions of the various rhetorical 

structures and strategies embodied in the selected manuscripts. Statistical measures of the 

data, on the other hand, were applied. Therefore, the frequency of moves, sub moves, and 

move order was facile to determine. As a statistical tool, the AntConc and The Microsoft 

Office Excel software were used to help in the objectivity of the statistical analysis. The 

identification of the existence of one single step was sufficient in taking into account the 
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acknowledgement of the related move. The data was described through the use of 

frequency tables and diagrams. When discussing the findings, data management and 

analysis were performed using manual analysis towards identifying the moves, sub moves 

of the rhetorical strategies in abstracts.  

2.2 Results and Discussion 

 

The first part of the result section of the current study is concerned with 

distinguishing the rhetorical structure and strategies of the national following the 

international journal articles’ abstracts; using move analysis based on Bitcheners’ (2010) 

model that was revised from swales’ (1990) CARS model. 

The second part of this chapter was devoted to the move patterns of the two 

corpora. In discussing these points, we may end up with answers of the first two 

highlighted questions of the study which are respectively; “What are the rhetorical 

structures that national and international EFL researchers use in developing their journal 

abstracts writings?”, “Are EFL national and international researchers’ journal abstracts 

convenient with the rhetorical strategies of Bitcheners’ (2010) model of abstract writings 

that was revised from Swales’ (1990) CARS model?” In order to answer these two 

questions, a macro analysis of 52 articles’ abstracts, extracted from the two previously 

mentioned national and international articles on applied linguistics, was conducted. This 

section also addressed the analysis of the rhetorical structures manifested in each corpus, 

their frequency and their order of occurrence.  

Eventually, the similarities and differences between the realisation of rhetorical 

structures were highlighted aiming at answering the last research question that is: “Are 

there any differences and similarities between the rhetorical structures that the national and 

international EFL associate in their journal abstracts’ writings?”  
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2.2.1 Genre Analysis of EFL National Journal Articles’ Abstract  

 

Table 2.3. The Exposition of Moves and Steps per Abstract in the NABs Corpus 

N
A

T
IO

N
A

L
 

A
B

S
T

R
A

C
T

 

N
° 

MOVE ONE 
MOVE 

TWO 
MOVE THREE 

MOVE 

FOUR 

MOVE 

FIVE 

M
1

S
1
 

M
1

S
2
 

M
1

S
3
 

M
1

S
4
 

M
2

S
1
 

M
2

S
2
 

M
3

S
1
 

M
3

S
2
 

M
3

S
3
 

M
3

S
4
 

M
4

S
1
 

M
4

S
2
 

M
5

S
1
 

M
5

S
2
 

 

NAB01 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0  
NAB02 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0  
NAB03 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1  
NAB04 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1  
NAB05 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
NAB06 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0  
NAB07 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0  
NAB08 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0  
NAB09 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0  
NAB10 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0  
NAB11 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
NAB12 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0  
NAB13 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1  
NAB14 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1  
NAB15 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0  
NAB16 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1  
NAB17 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
NAB18 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0  
NAB19 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1  
NAB20 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1  
NAB21 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0  
NAB22 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0  
NAB23 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  
NAB24 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0  
NAB25 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1  
NAB26 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0  

T
O

T
A

L
S

 18 15 22 10 24 8 19 16 19 4 17 6 3 8 
 

 

69,23% 57.69% 84.61% 38.46% 92.30% 30,76% 73,07% 61,53% 73,07% 15,38% 65,38% 23.07% 11,53% 30,76% 

62,50% 61,50% 
 

55,76% 44,20% 21,11% 
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All the twenty-six selected national abstracts of the Human Sciences - Constantine1 

University journal were analyzed following Bitchener (2010) model. Table 2.3 displayed 

the main findings of the analysis. 

As a result of comparing the above-presented frequencies of moves and sub-moves 

of the targeted national journal abstract. The table demonstrates that there is an outstanding 

consistency in the rhetorical strategies realized across this journal abstracts’ corpus.  

Accordingly, as shown in table 2.3. The introduction move (M1), the Purpose move (M2) 

and the method move (M3) were the most frequent moves occurring in the analysed 

abstracts. However, the product move (M4) and the conclusion move (M5) occurred less 

frequently. Next section presents the results of each move in the national articles’ abstracts 

in details.  

2.2.1.1 Introduction Move (M1) Analysis of the National Abstracts 

 

The introduction move usually establishes the research by stating the related 

background and the context of the study (S1). In addition to entailing some points such as 

motivation of the research (S2), its significance (S3), and the outlined research-gap (S4) 

related to the field. Results of the analysis of M1 are displayed in Figure 2.1. Accordingly, 

in the twenty-six national articles’ abstracts, the introduction move (M1) was completely 

accomplished in only seven abstracts. It is worth mentioning that this move occurred with 

the highest frequency (62.50%) of the whole analysed corpus compared to the rest four 

moves. The four steps of this move happened diversely. Notably, the national researchers 

highly focused on explaining the significance and centrality of their research (S3) with 

(84.61%) compared to other steps of the same move. They were also eager to contextualize 

the research (S1) with (69,23%). Almost more than half of the analysed national abstracts 

encompassed the identification of the reasons and the motivation of the research (S2) with 
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(57,69%) of the whole. Henceforth, the national researchers seem to give less importance 

to the identification of the research gap and tradition (S4) that appeared with (38.46%) of 

the whole. An example of the existence of this move is shown below: 

“Persuasive/argumentative writings are an important and a difficult mode of 

discourse. It is mainly difficult for non-native speakers who often bring linguistic and 

rhetorical seantiness to the task of persuasion in English. Although persuasion in oral and 

written discourse has been widely studied by rhetoricians and philosophers…” (NAB01). 

 

Figure 2.1. Frequency of Steps of the Introduction Move (M1) in the NABs Corpus. 

2.2.1.2  Purpose Move (M2) Analysis of the National Abstracts 

 

The purpose move is employed to present the central purpose of the study. It can 

only be achieved via two steps, one is to identify aims or intentions, questions or 

hypotheses (S1); and the other step occurs when the researcher continues to develop these 
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aims and intentions, questions or hypotheses (S2). In the ongoing investigation, the 

purpose move was completely achieved in only eight abstracts, as it all constituted 

(61.50%) of the whole. The first step of this move was presented with the highest 

percentage (92,30%) of the time what justifies researchers’ awareness of such step and its 

frequency of use in writing abstracts. The authors attributed less attention to the targeted 

second step. This latter occurred in only (30,76%) of the analysed abstracts compared to 

the other steps. It seems that national researchers stressed more attention to the 

identification of aims rather than their details of developments. An Example regarding this 

move is presented as follows: “The purpose is to evaluate the teaching methodology 

curriculum in terms of its response to the students’ need and expectation….” (NAB09). 

This example displayed the identification of the aims of the study without going into 

developing those aims in particular. 

  

Figure 2.2. Frequency of Steps of the Purpose Move (M2) in the NABs Corpus 
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2.2.1.3 Method Move (M3) Analysis of the National Abstracts  

 

The method move is used by researchers to describe the mechanism of conducting 

their research by presenting the targeted approach and method (S1), key design aspects 

(S2), data source and parameters (S3), and the data analysis processes (S4). Although the 

Third move; i.e. The method move (M3) in the twenty-six analysed national articles’ 

abstracts was the richest in terms of steps variations and their frequency of occurrence, it 

fully happened 100% in only two abstracts. Notably, when examining the national corpus, 

this move appeared with (55,76%) ranked the third compared to the other moves. The first 

and the third step of this move occurred with the same and the highest frequency (73,07%) 

comparing to the other two steps of the same move. As a matter of fact, based on those 

statistics the national EFL researchers avouch for the identification of the overall approach 

and methods and justification that goes in like manner with the identification of data source 

and parameters. Similarly, (61,53%) of researchers attributed importance to the second 

step, (identifying the key design aspects of the research). This might be due to the authors’ 

recognition of the importance of this step in aiding further researchers’ practices. On what 

concerns identifying data analysis processes, it appeared only (15,38%) of the whole 

analysed data. The absence of such instance in the national corpus might be due to the 

researchers’ unawareness of the various theoretical foundation of the abstract writings, and 

to their ignorance of the importance of establishing outlines for the analysis process, and 

again to their unawareness of making a call for this step taking it as a subsidiary phase.  

These findings concur with Pho’s (2008) findings who reported that almost all the analysed 

abstracts contained the method move. Yet, this move is a paramount move in any research 

abstract and it would be very difficult to understand the research if this move is attentively 

implemented (Pho, 2008). An example of the identification of certain steps regarding this 

move is illustrated as follows:  
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“… in English language teaching to second year EFL students at university of 

Constontine1. A quasi-experimental method was used to test the efficacy of simulation in 

developing EFL learner’ speaking and listening proficiency and a sample compromised 

two experimental groups participated in the study…” (NAB07).   

 

 

Figure 2.3. Frequency of Steps of the Method Move (M3) in the NABs Corpus 

 

2.2.1.4 Product Move (M4) Analysis of the National Abstracts 

 

The product move in an abstract is usually employed to present the main findings, 

results of key aims, and to briefly summarize the major results of the study. In the current 

study, this move was completely accomplished in merely six analysed abstracts. Hence, it 

was presented with (44,20 %) of the whole targeted abstracts, ranked the fourth compared 
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present the main findings of the key aims of the research. The second employed to present 

additional or subsidiary aims. The first one was commonly used with high frequency 

(65,38%) of the national abstracts. Unlike presenting findings of key aims (S1), the 

additional or the subsidiary findings step (S2) received less focus since it emerged less 

frequently (23,73%).  This is may be due to the fact that the selected national researchers 

may neglect mentioning more details about their findings considering them additional. This 

also might not be the only interpretation, since sometimes the authors obey the journal 

recommendations for publishing.  Example of the presence of the first step of this move is 

shown as follows: “…. The questionnaire findings show that almost all translation students 

suffer from incompetence at the pragmatic level” (NAB02).  

 

Figure 2.4. Frequency of Steps of the Product Move (M4) in the NABs corpus 
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for further research. In the present study, only two national authors gave complete priority 

to the identification of the conclusion move (M5). Thus, this appeared scarcely in (21,11%) 

of the whole national analysed abstracts. Unlike the first step of this move (M5) that 

occurred only with (11,53%), the second step was employed by the national researchers 

with a high frequency (30,76%) compared to the previous step. This suggests that EFL 

researchers’ in the targeted national journal may value more the practical application and 

implication for further research; therefore, they may price further pedagogical practices 

that may foster the teaching and learning disciplines, rather than limiting their findings to 

provide only some theoretical contributions to the research. Example of this move is 

illustrated as follows: “… Based on the results of our study, secondary school pupils can 

improve their achievements and their English language proficiencies through the 

implementation of a new teaching methods based on cooperative learning, multiple 

intelligence theory and learners’ perceptual learning styles” (NAB14). 

 

Figure 2.5. Frequency of steps of the Conclusion move (M5) in the NABs 

corpus 
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2.2.1.6 Move Order and Frequency in the National Abstract Corpus 

 

Table 2.4. Frequency of Move Patterns in NABs Corpus 

National 

Corpus 
Move Order 

Frequency of 

occurrence 

N° of 

Occurrence 

NAB05 M1↣ M2  (03,85%) 1 Time 

NAB11 

NAB23 
M1↣M2↣M3 (07,69%) 2 Times 

NAB13 

NAB20 
M1↣M3↣M5 (07,69%) 2 Times 

NAB10 M2↣M1↣M3 (03,85%) 1 Time 

NAB21 

NAB26 
M2↣M3↣M4 (07,69%) 2 Times 

NAB17 M1↣M2↣M1↣M3 (03,85%) 1 Time 

NAB01 M1↣M2↣M3↣M2 (03,85%) 1 Time 

NAB15 M1↣M2↣M3↣M4 (03,85%) 1 Time 

NAB09 M2↣M1↣M3↣M4 (03,85%) 1 Time 

NAB24 M3↣M2↣M3↣M4 (03,85%) 1 Time 

NAB02, NAB07, 

NAB12, NAB18 
M1↣M2↣M3↣M4↣M3 (15,38%) 4 Times 

NAB03 M1↣M2↣M3↣M4↣M5 (03,85%) 1 Time 

NAB08 M2↣M1↣M3↣M4↣M3 (03,85%) 1 Time 

NAB06 M2↣M3↣M4↣M1↣M5 (03,85%) 1 Time 

NAB16 M3↣M1↣M2↣M5↣M3 (03,85%) 1 Time 

NAB22 M1↣M2↣M3↣M4↣M3↣M4 (03,85%) 1 Time 

NAB25 M1↣M2↣M3↣M4↣M5↣M3 (03,85%) 1 Time 

NAB19 M1↣M2↣M4↣M3↣M5↣M3 (03,85%) 1 Time 

NAB04 M1↣M3↣M2↣M4↣M5↣M3 (03,85%) 1 Time 

NAB14 M2↣M1↣M3↣M4↣M5↣M3 (03,85%) 1 Time 

 

 - 
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2.2.1.7 Suggested Move-Step Pattern for the National Corpus 

 

As a suggested move-step pattern for the selected national corpus, and based upon 

the findings discussed previously, a framework model displaying the national marked 

moves and their sub-moves corresponding their significance is assorted below. That is 

through following the attributed classification of compulsory, ordinary and voluntary state.  

Table 2.5. Suggested Move-Step Structure for NABs Corpus 

Moves and Steps Compulsory State Ordinary State Voluntary State 
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* Denotes the classification state of each national move. 

 

2.2.2 Genre Analysis of International Journal Articles’ Abstract 

 

All the twenty-six selected international abstracts of the Annual Review of Applied 

linguistics - Cambridge University journal were analyzed following Bitchener (2010) 

model. Table 2.6 displays the main findings of the analysis. 
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Table 2.6. The Exposition of Moves and Steps per Abstract in the IABs corpus 
In
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rn
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N
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MOVE ONE MOVE TWO MOVE THREE 
MOVE 

FOUR 
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1
 

M
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2
 

M
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S

1
 

M
5
S

2
  

IAB01 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0  
IAB02 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0  
IAB03 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1  
IAB04 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1  
IAB05 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0  
IAB06 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1  
IAB07 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0  
IAB08 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0  
IAB09 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1  
IAB10 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1  
IAB11 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0  
IAB12 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0  
IAB13 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1  
IAB14 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0  
IAB15 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0  
IAB16 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0  
IAB17 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0  
IAB18 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0  
IAB19 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0  
IAB20 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0  
IAB21 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0  
IAB22 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0  
IAB23 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  

IAB24 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0  
IAB25 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1  
IAB26 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0  

T
O
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L
S
 

14 10 20 9 24 10 15 14 15 12 20 9 9 7  

53,84% 38,46% 76,92% 34,61% 92,30% 38,46% 57,69% 53,84% 57,69% 46,15% 76,92% 34,61% 34,61% 26,92% 

50,96% 65,38% 53,84% 55,76% 30 ,76% 

2.2.2.1 Introduction Move (M1) analysis of the International abstracts 
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2.2.2.2 Introduction Move (M2) Analysis of the International Abstracts 

 

As regard research introduction, the international analysed abstracts have covered 

all the steps dissimilarly with a frequency of (50,96%) of the whole sample compared to 

the rest four moves. Entailing the provided context, background of the research step (S1) 

has occurred with a rate of (53,84%) of the time. This shows that more than half of the 

international corpus attributed much importance to the contextualization of the provided 

context, while the identification of the motivation of the research step (S2) was present 

with (38,46%) compared to the rest four steps. It seems that the chosen international 

researchers highly acknowledge the explanation of the significance and the centrality of the 

research focus. Notably speaking, this step occurred with the highest proportion (76,92%) 

compared to other steps of the same move. The fact that made it an essential step in 

producing a research abstract introduction move. (34,61%) of the international analysed 

samples have referred to the identification of the research gap or continuation in their 

research abstracts. Correspondingly, the impulsiveness of the study, in addition to the 

identification of the research gap were given less attention in whole analysed international 

sample. An example of the existence of this move is marked as follows: “Teaching is the 

main or even the only way to pass on ancestral languages when intergenerational language 

transmission no longer takes place. …” (IAB24) 
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Figure 2.6. Frequency of Steps of the Intoduction Move (M1) in the IABs 

Corpus 

 

2.2.2.3 Purpose Move (M2) Analysis of the International Abstracts 

 

The purpose move in the international sub-corpora was successfully presented. 

Hence, its adjustment was with the highest frequency (65,38%) of the whole sample. The 

two steps constituting this move were variously present. Thus, the identification of aims 

and all its aspects (S1) were presented with the highest frequency (92,30%) compared to 

the other steps. Unlike the first step, the development of the aims and their aspect (S2) 

occurred only (38,46%) across the analyzed sample. This disparity suggests that 

international researchers give more attention to the identification of the reasons why they 

are conducting the outlined research when producing their abstracts. That helps in easily 

proclaiming the research orientations and intentions. By giving less attention to the 

development of the research aims, the selected international researchers may tend to avoid 
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redundancy and prioritise their focus towards the main aim of the study. An example of 

existence of this move is presented as follows: “The first aim of this article, addressed in 

section 1, is to define what is meant, and not meant, by task and task-based language 

teaching (TBLT)…” (IAB08). 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Frequency of Steps of the Purpose Move (M2) in the IABs Corpus 

 

2.2.2.4 Method Move (M3) Analysis of the International Abstracts 

 

The method move is employed by international researchers to give more coverage 

on how design features were specified from the single data source. The outline of the 

approach to data analysis may also be presented in the method move. When analyzing the 

international journal corpus, it has been found that this move was realized with (56,16%) 
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research approach step (S1) as well as the identification of the data source parameters (S3)   

were outlined with (58,17%) compared to the other steps. The second step of this move 

was marked with (54,33%), whereas, the last one (S4), that is identification of the data 

processes was appeared with (46,22%) of the whole analyse sample. From these findings it 

was easy to note that half of the analyzed sample used the method move with all its aspects 

variously i.e. with different frequencies. An example of the presence of the method move 

is illustrated below as followes: “The participant were three chinese-speaking trainees who 

while being exposed to TBLT performed ongoing tasks. Data from one task—writing 

weekly reading journals were analysed for both content and language, quantitaively ( using 

robust automated tools) and qualitatively…’(IAB26)  

 

 

Figure 2.8. Frequency of Steps of the Method Move (M3) in the IABs Corpus 
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2.2.2.5 Product Move (M4) Analysis of the International Abstracts 

 

56,23% of the researchers in the targeted international journal presented the product. 

On the other hand, presenting the major research findings and the main results of the study 

was accomplished with the highest frequency (76.87%) compared to the other step of the 

analysed abstracts. This data displays the massive attention, value and concern that the 

international researchers emphasize in their whole corpus. Contrarily, the identification of 

the results of additional aims occurred in fewer abstracts with (35,01%) of the whole 

international sample. This latter may assert that the selected international researchers 

targets the attribution of the major results in their study, neglecting their subsystems, and 

giving less attention to their subsidiary aims and questions. An examples of the outlined 

move is presented below as follows:  The results show tangible games on both counts 

understanding TBLT (content) and the ability to articulate it (language) (IAB26). 

 

Figure 2.9. Frequency of Steps of the Product Move (M4) in the IABs Corpus 
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2.2.2.6 Conclusion Move (M5) Analysis of the International Abstracts  

 

In the international corpus? the conclusion move occurred in (31.49%) of the whole 

analysed abstracts. On the other hand, the suggestion of the significance of the study, the 

importance of findings beyond the research as well as the identification of its contributions 

to theory, research and practice (S1) was presented with (35,01%) in the research area. 

Suggest application and implication for further research appeared scarcely in (26.76%) 

compared to the other step. By assessing the total frequencies of this move, we may deduce 

that for the selected international researchers, suggesting significance and importance of 

the findings is given more attention in the sense that it is considered essential when 

concluding a research abstract. An examples of the implementation of this move is shown 

as follows: “This facilitates charting development and identifying with greater specificity 

which language and discourse features might be affective targets of contingent instruction 

to promote students’ oral explanation abilities…(IAB13). / Suggestion for possible 

research agendas in technology-mediated TBLT are also made. (IAB11). 

 

Figure 2.10. Frequency of Steps of the Conclusion Move (M5) in the IABs 

Corpus 
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2.2.2.1 Move Order and their Frequency in the International Abstract Corpus 

 

 Thus far in the study, the analysis of move pattern in the selected corpus seeks to 

answer the research question related to move order in each single abstract. Thenceforward, 

various patterns were observed for the international corpus. Table2.7. displays all moves 

orders identified in the international corpus and their frequency of occurrence. 

Table 2.7.Frequency of Move Patterns in IABs Corpus 

N° of International Abstracts  Move Order 
Frequency of 

Occurrence 

N° of 

Occurance 

IAB02 M1↣M2 (03.85%) 1 Time 

IAB18 M1↣M2↣M4 (03.85%) 1 Time 

IAB11 M1↣M2↣M5 (03.85%) 1 Time 

IAB01 M1↣M2↣M3↣M2 (03.85%) 1 Time 

IAB05, IAB12, IAB26 M1↣M2↣M3↣M4 (11.53%) 3 Times 

IAB09, IAB24 M1↣M2↣M4↣M5 (07.69%) 2 Times 

IAB25 M1↣M2↣M1↣M5 (03.85%) 1 Time 

IAB08 M2↣M1↣M3↣M2 (03.85%) 1 Time 

IAB07, IAB17, IAB20 M2↣M1↣M3↣M4 (11.53%) 3 Times 

IAB21 M2↣M3↣M1↣M4 (03.85%) 1 Time 

IAB23 M2↣M3↣M1↣M5 (03.85%) 1 Time 

IAB14 M1↣M2↣M3↣M4↣M3 (03.85%) 1 Time 

IAB10, IAB13 

IAB15, IAB19 
M1↣M2↣M3↣M4↣M5 (15.38%) 4 Times 

IAB22 M3↣M2↣M3↣M4↣M5 (03.85%) 1 Time 

IAB16 M1↣M2↣M3↣M4↣M3↣M4 (03.85%) 1 Time 

IAB06 

IAB03 
M2↣M1↣M3↣M2↣M4↣M5 (07.69%) 2 Times 

IAB04 M2↣M1↣M3↣M4↣M2↣M5 (03.85%) 1 Time 
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According to table 2.7. M1↣M2↣M3↣M4↣M5 seems to be the most frequent 

pattern that occurred in four abstracts with the highest frequency (15,38%) of the whole 

analysed international sample.  The next most frequent patterns were M1↣M2↣M3↣M4 

and M2↣M1↣M3↣M4 they eventuated in three abstracts (11,53%). The two other 

prevailing patterns were M1↣M2↣M4↣M5, M2↣M1↣M3↣M2↣M4↣M5 specifically 

employed by our targeted researchers in two abstracts with a proportion of (07,69%). The 

remaining move patterns constituting the international corpus have all proved existence 

only in one abstract. Remarkably, the most frequent used patterns represent the selected 

idealized pattern of Bitchener’s (2010) that is M1↣M2↣M3↣M4↣M5 was successfully 

established in four abstracts. Apparently, M1 position was occupied by move two in six 

abstracts via identifying and developing aims and intentions. Move three however; situated 

initially in only one single abstract through identifying the overall methodological aspects 

used. Unexpectedly, the M1->M2 move pattern happened only one single time indicating 

that there is one targeted international author who completely neglected the remaining 

three moves of Bitchener’s (2010) model. 

2.2.2.2 Suggested Move-Step Pattern for the International Corpus 

 

As a suggested move-step pattern for the selected international corpus, and based 

upon the findings discussed previously, a framework model displaying the national marked 

moves and their sub-moves is assorted below.  
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Table 2.8. Suggested Move-Step Structure for IABs Corpus 

Moves and Steps Compulsory State Ordinary State Voluntary State 
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* Denotes the classification state of each international move. 
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2.2.3 Contrastive Genre Analyses of NABs and IABs Corpora 

 

The primary goal of this section is to find out the answers to the third raised 

research question in this investigation which is Are there any differences and similarities 

between the rhetorical structures that the national and international EFL researchers 

associate in their journal abstracts’ writings? The results of the data obtained after 

comparing the national and the international analysed corpora were presented in this 

section as regards to the overall text format, moves, steps, and their order of occurrence. 

2.2.3.1 Stage 01: Comparison at the Level of Text Format 

 

A major area that can be explored, concerned with the overall text format of the 

selected corpus.  Using AntConc software helped in counting word number in each corpus. 

In addition, the Microsoft EXCEL 2016 was used in counting the total and the mean of the 

number of words and sentences (Snts). Therefore, it is hopefully expected that these latter 

would help in obtaining more valid results. The number of ideas comprising each abstract 

was attentively detected via deep reading, whereby each unite of thought was taken as an 

isolated sentence regardless to punctuation marks.  

 It seems from the table 2.10. asserted below, that the international corpus presents 

to some extent the largest corpus with regard to number of words with an average (191,62). 

Yet, both means are approximately the same. As far as number of ideas is concerned, both 

means of each corpus were nearly similar with an average (12,11) of NABS and (12,23) of 

IABS. It can be deduced from this comparison that both national and international 

researchers opted for approximately the same length in writing their abstracts.  
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Table 2.9. The Frequency of Words and Snts per Abstract 

NABs N° of Word N° of Ideas IABs N° of Words N° of Ideas 

NAB01 96 7 IAB01 114 13 

NAB02 125 10 IAB02 134 16 

NAB03 165 12 IAB03 232 20 

NAB04 91 7 IAB04 126 8 

NAB05 124 10 IAB05 118 8 

NAB06 353 21 IAB06 112 7 

NAB07 182 15 IAB07 230 22 

NAB08 214 14 IAB08 117 9 

NAB09 131 13 IAB09 200 14 

NAB10 148 12 IAB10 198 15 

NAB11 160 12 IAB11 207 13 

NAB12 166 14 IAB12 189 11 

NAB13 177 12 IAB13 203 14 

NAB14 288 17 IAB14 177 11 

NAB15 176 11 IAB15 192 12 

NAB16 148 12 IAB16 136 11 

NAB17 124 9 IAB17 144 9 

NAB18 209 13 IAB18 142 10 

NAB19 178 10 IAB19 203 13 

NAB20 80 9 IAB20 189 12 

NAB21 96 8 IAB21 180 13 

NAB22 227 18 IAB22 84 10 

NAB23 126 15 IAB23 153 14 

NAB24 115 10 IAB24 96 7 

NAB25 142 13 IAB25 151 11 

NAB26 140 11 IAB26 156 15 

Total 4181 315 Total 4210 318 

Mean 160,8077 12.11 Mean 161,9231 12.23 
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2.2.3.2 Stage 02: Contrastive Move Analysis  

 

Contrastive analysis procedure was employed on the whole analysed sample of 

both national and international corpora via implementing Bitchener (2010) model. It was 

found that all moves of the selected model were successfully established in variant 

manners. 

 

 

Figure 2.11. The Frequency of Moves per Corpus 

 

Findings according to the above figure 2.11. demonstrate that the four steps of the 

introduction move of the selected model of Bitchener (2010) were established differently 

in the whole corpus. This move was seen compulsory in NABs with (62,50%), and 

regarded ordinary in IABs with (50,96%). The two steps of the purpose move, however 

were considered compulsory in the whole sample with different proportions of (61,50%) 
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for the NABs and (65,38%) for the IABs. They marked the highest move frequency. In the 

same vein, the four steps constituting the method move (M3) were realized approximately 

with similar percentage. This move was regarded as ordinary in both NABs with (55,76%) 

and with (53,84%) in IABs.  Similarly, the product move exhibits different frequencies 

nonetheless it was perceived ordinary with a ratio of (44,20%) in the NABs and with 

(55,76%) in the IABs. The remaining conclusion move displays the lowest frequency in 

the whole corpora. Accordingly, in the national corpus the conclusion move was seen 

voluntary with a proportion of (21,11%), whereas in the international corpus the same 

move was conceived ordinary with (30,76%) of the whole analysed international sample. 

The next headings present the similarities and differences in the whole analysed national 

and international corpora providing an explanation related to each move. 

2.2.3.2.1 Similarities and Differences in the Employed Introduction Move (M1)  

 

It is generally agreed that the introduction move is employed to contextualize and 

introduce the main general aspects of the study. The four steps of this move was presented 

in the whole corpora in variant percentages. Providing context, background of the research 

step (S1) was regarded as compulsory step in the NABs with a ratio of (69,32%), whereas 

it appeared in an ordinary state in the IABs with (53,84%). On the other hand, Identifying 

the motivation of the research (S2) was found to be voluntary with different percentage in 

both NABs (57,69%) and IABS (38,46%). Unexpectedly, the explanation of the 

significance and the centrality of the research focus step (S3) was regarded as highly 

compulsory step in both NABs with a frequency of (84,61%) and with (76,92%) in IABs. 

Eventually, identifying a research gap or continuation of research tradition (S4) was 

considered less ordinary in both NABs with (38,46%) and with (34,61%) in IABs. These 

findings reveal that the national researchers give more attention to the identification of the 
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introduction move through the contextualization of the research. These findings are 

displayed in figure 2.12. 

 

 

Figure 2.12. Frequency of Steps in Move 1 per Corpus 

 

2.2.3.2.2 Similarities and Differences in the Employed Purpose Move (M2) 

 

As its name denotes, move two (M2) is employed to present the purpose of the 

study. Identifying aims or intentions, questions or hypotheses step (S1) was considered 

highly compulsory in both NABs and IABs with the same highest frequency of the whole 

corpus (92,30%). In a different manner, the development of the aims or intentions, 

questions or hypotheses of the study (S2) was seen less ordinary with a proportion of 

(30,76%) of the NABs and (38,46%) of the IABs in almost similar manner. This reveals 

that all the targeted national and international authors seem to give the same attention to 

the identification of all aspects of the purpose move. Yet, both of them tend to devalue the 
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development of the purpose move aspects in an almost similar manner. For a visual 

interpretation, see Figure 2.13 below. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.13. Frequency of Steps in Move 2 per Corpus 

 

2.2.3.2.3 Similarities and Differences in the Employed Method Move (M3) 

 

As indicated in figure 2.14., the frequency as well as the distribution of move three 

(Method move) in the national and international corpora were approximate. As far as step 

one, identifying the overall approach, is concerned it was considered compulsory in the 

national corpus with a proportion of (73,07%), whereas in the international corpus it was 

seen as ordinary in (57,69%) of the analysed abstracts. Similarly, identifying data source 

and parameters step (S3) was presented in the same level and proportion as in step one 

(S1). Additionally, identifying data source aspects step (S3) was regarded as compulsory in 

the international corpus with a ratio of (61,53%), and as ordinary in (53,84%) of the 
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international corpus. Identifying the data analysis process (S4) was approached 

dissimilarly with disparate proportions. Hence, in the NABs it was seen as voluntary with 

(15,38%), and in different manner as ordinary with a frequency of (46,15%) in the IABs. 

 

 

Figure 2.14. Frequency of Steps in Move 3 per Corpus 

 

2.2.3.2.4 Similarities and Differences in the Employed Product Move (M4) 

 

The product move analysis reported that this move has been diversely presented in 

each corpus. The first step of this move presenting main findings, results of key aims (S1) 

was regarded as compulsory in both NABs with a ratio of 65,38%), and highly compulsory 

in (76,92%) of the IABs. Moving onward, identifying subsidiary findings (S2) was 

considered as voluntary, presenting (23,07%) of the NABs, and rather ordinary (34,61%) 

of the IABs. These findings are displayed in figure 2.15. 
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Figure 2.15. Frequency of Steps in Move 4 per Corpus 

 

2.2.3.2.5 Similarities and Differences in the Employed Conclusion Move 

 

The conclusion move marked variant frequencies in establishing the significance 

and the application in practice for further research. This move was the least used move in 

general, as it was also the least used one by national researchers. The suggestion of the 

significance of the findings of the research marked variation in the percentage. This first 

step seemed to be voluntary in the NABs corpus (11,35%), whereas in the IABs corpus it 

was considered ordinary in (34,61%) of the selected abstracts. The second step in similar 

manner occurred differently in the whole corpus outlining the suggestion of the application 

and implementation for further research. In the national corpus, the second step was 

considered ordinary in (30,76%) of the whole analysed abstracts, whereas in the 

international corpus it was considered as voluntary with (26,92%) of the whole analysed 

international sample. (See Figure 2.16.). 
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Figure 2.16. Frequency of Steps in Move 5 per Corpus 

2.2.3.3 Stage 03: Comparison at the Level of Move Orders  

 

As observed from the table below 2.11, both the targeted national and 

international corpora have exhibited the patterns, (M1↣M2), (M1↣M2↣M1↣M3), and 

(M1↣M2↣M3↣ M4↣ M3↣ M4) only one time. The analysis identified other move 

orders that happened to be shared differently. For instance, (M1↣ M2 ↣ M3 ↣M4↣ M3) 

occurred four times in the NABs and only one time in IABs. While the typical order of the 

chosen Bicthener’s model (2010) (M1↣ M2 ↣M3↣ M4↣ M5) happened once in NABs 

and four times in IABs. Despite all the similarities observed across both corpora, twenty-

three patterns were individually attributed to one sample, but not in another. Notably, the 

idealized previously mentioned pattern was mostly established by international researchers. 

Move order then, determined to some extent that international researcher’s realization of 

move patterns was more convenient to that of Bitchene’sr (2010). 
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Table 2.10. Frequency of Move Order Across Corpora 

Move order NABS IABs 

M1↣M2 1 1 

M1↣M2↣M3 2 0 

M1↣M2 ↣M4 0 1 

M1↣M2↣M5 0 1 

M1↣M3↣M5 2 0 

M2↣M1↣M3 1 0 

M2↣M3↣M4 2 0 

M1↣M2↣M1↣M3 1 1 

M1↣M2↣M3↣M2 1 0 

M1↣M2↣M3↣M4 1 3 

M1↣M2↣M1↣M4 0 1 

M1↣M2↣M4↣M5 0 2 

M2↣M1↣M3↣M2 0 1 

M2↣M1↣M3↣M4 1 3 

M2↣M3↣M1↣M4 0 1 

M2↣M3↣M1↣M5 0 1 

M3↣M2↣M3↣M4 1 0 

M1↣M2↣M3↣M4↣M3 4 1 

M1↣M2↣M3↣M4↣M5 1 4 

M2↣M1↣M3↣M4↣M5 1 0 

M2↣M3↣M4↣M1↣M5 1 0 

M3↣M1↣M2↣M5↣M3 1 0 

M3↣M2↣M3↣M4↣M5 0 1 

M1↣M2↣M3↣M4↣M3↣M4 1 1 

M1↣M2↣M3↣M4↣M5↣M3 1 0 

M1↣M2↣M4↣M3↣M5↣M3 1 0 

M1↣M3↣M2↣M4↣M5↣M3 1 0 

M2↣M1↣M3↣M2↣M4↣M5 0 2 

M2↣M1↣M3↣M4↣M2↣M5 0 1 

M2↣M1↣M3↣M4↣M5↣M3 1 0 

Total 26 26 
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2.3 Results’ Interpretation 

 
The findings of this study have been interpreted coinciding a contrastive 

comparison between the two selected national and international corpus. In our present case, 

the first stage entailed the scrutinized observation of the overall text format of the corpora. 

In that, frequencies and patterns indicated the realization of certain move or step per 

corpus. In addition, move order and their numbers of occurrence were also taken into 

highly consideration. 

The examination of the corpus asserted that both national and international 

abstracts were found to be closely similar in size and even in number of ideas constituting 

each abstract. Seemingly, all moves of the marked model of Bitchener’s (2010) were 

successfully established in both corpora with different proportions. For instance, the 

Method Move (M3) was present in (55,76%) of the national corpus, whereas in the 

international corpus the same move occurred in (53,84%) of the whole analysed abstracts. 

However, at the level of steps both national and international researchers seem to vary in 

their implementation of the whole fourteen steps. The employment and realization of the 

introduction move(M1) in both corpora was associated with the compulsory state of the 

third step with a ratio of (84,61 %) in NAB’s and (76,92%) in IABs. Rather for the purpose 

move (M2), identifying aims, intention, hypotheses and questions of the research was the 

soul strategy mostly implemented to establish the purpose move with the identical 

remarkable highest frequency in the whole analysed sample in a compulsory state marking 

the majority of abstracts (92,30%). Unexpectedly, In the third move; the Method, 

Identifying the overall approach (S1), and the data source parameters (S2) appeared with 

the same proportion (73,07%) in NABs and (57,96%) in IABs. Subsequently, in the 

followed move, presenting the main findings step (S1) has been vigorously approached in 
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realizing the product move in a compulsory state.  Eventually, the two steps marking the 

conclusion move have been interpreted diversely in the selected abstracts.   

Conclusion 

In closing this chapter, a contrastive study was conducted on three stages. The first 

stage covered the overall text format of the corpus in each analysed abstract of both the 

selected national and international sample. The second stage, however tackled the 

contrastive move analysis of each move (the five moves), as well as each step (the fourteen 

steps), following the outlined model of Bitchener’s (2010) that was revised from Swales 

(1990) CARS model. In this particular stage, similarities and differences between the 

rhetorical structure and strategies have been attentively identified. The third stage of this 

analysis determined the comparison of the two corpora at the level of move orders 

exhibiting the defined similarities and differences. The Microsoft office EXCEL, and 

AntConc software helped in the presentation of data. The analysis procedure of the corpus 

was then accomplished by following a set of manual statistical procedure based on 

Bitchener’s (2010) model. Accordingly, intrinsic results have been reached by analyzing 

the national and international corpus, revealing the existence of similarities and differences 

in the way both national and international researchers approach the process of summarizing 

their research prospective in their abstracts.  
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GENERAL CONCLUSION 

Introduction  

The current contrastive study was established on the analysis of national and 

international articles’ abstracts written by EFL researchers. Genre analysis affected fifty-

two marked abstracts each of which was specialized in the field of applied linguistics. 

These outlined abstracts have been compiled from two journals: The Human Sciences 

Journal of Constantine1 University, and the Annual Review of Applied Linguistics Journal 

of Cambridge University. This study managed to investigate possible similarities and 

differences between the rhetorical structure and strategies that EFL researchers associate in 

their abstracts writing. This analysis was conducted according to the generic organization 

of Bitchener’s (2010) rhetorical frameworks revised from Swales (1990) (CARS) model. 

Correspondingly, the analysis has been conducted to depict the similarities and differences 

between the selected abstracts in terms of moves, sub-moves, and move order. This section 

encompasses the summary of the findings, their pedagogical implementations and practices 

for further research, in addition to defining the limitations of the study and offering some 

suggestions for future benefits.  

2.4 Summary of the Findings  

 

The results of the current study were of paramount importance in helping the 

researchers find an answer to the last two research questions, which are: Are EFL national 

and international researchers’ journal abstracts convenient with the rhetorical strategies of 

Bitcheners’ (2010) that was revised from Swales’ (1990) CARS model of abstract 

writings? and, are there any differences and similarities between the rhetorical structures 

that the national and international EFL associate in their journal abstracts’ writings? Each 

of which in terms of moves, sub-moves and move-order.  
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Surprisingly, in all the selected national and international abstracts, Bitchener’s 

(2010) model moves were successfully established. This was majorly evident in the 

realization of purpose move (M2) in a compulsory state, as well as in the identification of 

both the method move (M3) and product move (M4) in an ordinary state 

Subsequently, as it was observed before, both national and international researchers 

have established similar organizational patterns following the rhetorical strategies and 

structures of Bitchener’s (2010) model. Likewise, other typical patterns have been 

engendered by the researchers of the marked abstracts. In that all the moves including their 

constituted sub-moves were accomplished in the fifty-two abstracts with respect to the 

structure of the moves in a compulsory state in the introduction move with a proportion of  

(62,50%) and in the purpose move with a ratio of  (65,38%).  

Under those circumstances, similarities in terms of integrated steps and their 

proportions were notably detected. The analysis reported that identifying aims and 

intentions, hypotheses or questions (S1) in the second move was conceived compulsory 

with the same highest percentage (92,30%) in both corpora. 

As far as the attributed step classifications are concerned, similarities in this sense 

were also distinctly observed. Explaining the significance, the centrality of the research 

focus (S3), plus the identification of the research gap or continuum of research tradition 

(S4) steps of the same introduction move (M1) were regarded in a similar state in both 

corpora. Hence, the latter third step was considered as obligatory with (76,62%) in the 

NABs, and with (84,61%) in IABs. In the like manner, the second step of the purpose 

move was considered as ordinary, while the first step of the product move was considered 

as compulsory. This goes for both corpora. The rest steps were ranked differently in the 

whole sample.  
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On the subject of differences between the two corpora, at the level of the move-

order, the analysis has identified a total of three move structures that have appeared equally 

in the sample. The original structure of the prototype (M1↣M2↣M3↣M4↣M5) was 

established successfully in four IABs, and once in the IABs, marking the highest number 

of occurrence in the international corpus. Unpredictably, the move order of 

(M1↣M2↣M3↣M4↣M3) was the highest established pattern in the national abstracts. 

Correspondingly, the international abstracts were identified as more likely to be convenient 

to the identified model in terms of the move-order compared to the national ones.  

The overall abstract format of particular interest was important to detect how 

similar or different the two corpora. The IABs were the closest to the marked model in 

terms of a number of words or sentences with an approximate difference of twenty-nine 

words more than NABs. The means of numbers of sentences, regarding the number of the 

ideas was approximately the same: 12,11 in NABs and 12,23 in IABs. It is also worth 

mentioning that the national researchers were closest in terms of title headings more than 

the international with slide difference in one abstract (IAB21) in which the researcher 

labelled it differently “Extract”    

At this final stage, the results of this study indicated that all the analysed articles’ 

abstracts followed the five moves of Bitchener’s (2010). In this sense, it is transparent to 

detect that both national and international researchers presented an adequate knowledge of 

the main moves of how to write articles, regardeless of the sub-moves and move-order. 

Scrutinizing the whole sample, the investigation indicated that the international researchers 

were more accustomed to the typical rhetorical organization of moves and the move order 

of the articles’ abstracts. This might be due to the journal norms taking into account the 

standards and requirements of the reviewers’ standards of the two journals.   
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2.5 Pedagogical Implications   

 

Beyond the findings, as described and discussed in the last section, the major 

outcomes of this study are of significant importance both to the teaching of academic 

writing in second or foreign language learning and to the teaching of research writings to 

postgraduate students and researchers.  The implicational value of genre-based contrastive 

studies is widely known for its necessity. Thus, today’s academic mobility requires 

students to adapt themselves to the norms of abstract genre writing. Firstly, the 

implications can be offered to EFL researchers helping them to easily identify, localize, 

and master the organization of an abstract. This can be through raising their awareness 

about typical rhetorical patterns in producing this particular genre. Secondly, a well 

elaborated and flexible framework, denoting the compulsory, ordinary, and voluntary 

classification may be implemented in order to achieve the communicative purpose of an 

abstract. As far as the Algerian context is concerned, and despite the realization of all 

moves, a restricted number of steps were achieved by national researchers. This latter may 

be due to researchers’ unfamiliarity with such a model of abstract writing. Hence, 

instructors and reviewers are highly recommended to guide researchers to create their 

research space and vary the step implementation when producing their abstracts.  In other 

words, it is hopefully expected that the present study findings may guide material designers 

in developing adequate material for any particular genre through integrating a genre-based 

approach in the teaching of academic research writings. 

 

2.6 Limitations of the Study  

 

This investigation was firstly conducted among difficult circumstances, starting 

from the fact of changing our supervisor, this led to the huge exhaustion of time. One other 

fact, that Oum El Bouaghi university was going on a continuous strike.  Moreover, the first 
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research case study has been changed due to the absence of access to the desired sample. 

Despite the fact that the analysis of the data was executed by two human raters using Inter-

rater-reliability-test, the results may be subjective in deciding upon the presence or absence 

of rhetorical strategies marked in the analytical model, consequently, this may lead to 

unreliable results. Yet, if the analysis was exhibited using particular software, results may 

be more reliable. 

2.7 Suggestions for Further Research 

 

Genre analysis is a very vast concept; the current study could handle only one genre 

which is abstract, at a time. It will be very fretful if future researchers focus on other 

genres especially the discussion sections since it was not undertaken in this regard. Why 

even not, focusing on the entire genre together, if it is a research with large resources and 

enough time.  As for the size of the corpus, there still a need for further research on large 

corpora for the sake of possible generalization. Since the current study focuses on the 

macro level analysis, future studies could centre their analysis at a micro-level manifested 

in all genres. This may involve phonological, morphological or grammatical aspects. There 

is also a need to conduct future studies on the effectiveness of implementing such models 

on genre-based approaches taking into account the overall sociological linguistics, and 

cultural boundaries. Concerning the analysis of data, future research may interview the 

selected authors aiming at knowing their perspective of using such rhetorical structures and 

strategies. In addition to the use of the SPSS software when analysing the data, as well as 

taking into account the two types of abstracts (Descriptive and Informative) and the 

linguistic realization entailed in each move.  
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PRODUCT (M4) 
Present main findings/ results of key aims, question (S1) 

Present main findings/ results of subsidiary/ additional aims, questions. (S2) 

CONCLUSION 
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Suggest significance/importance of findings beyond the research, 

considering contributions to theory, research and practice. (S1) 

Suggest applications (for practice) and implications (for further research). 

(S2)  

Note** (Bitchener, 2010, pp.11-12) 
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Résumé 

L’approche de l’analyse du genre suscite l’intérêt depuis le début des années 1980, 

principalement en liaison avec le développement en cours de la linguistique appliquée, de 

l’anglais sur objectifs spécifiques (ESP) et des études de rhétorique. Peu d'études ont tenté 

d'adopter cette méthode afin d'explorer le cadre analytique dans lequel les textes sont 

organisés. Cela révèle non seulement les corrélations forme-fonction utilisables, mais 

contribue également de manière significative à notre compréhension de la structuration 

cognitive de l'information dans des domaines spécifiques de l'utilisation du langage. Cela 

peut aider les enseignants, les apprenants et en particulier les praticiens du PSE à concevoir 

des activités appropriées potentiellement importantes pour la réalisation des résultats de 

communication souhaités, spécialisées dans des domaines académiques ou professionnels. 

Le but de cette étude est d’obtenir des informations claires sur les structures, stratégies et 

schémas rhétoriques utilisés dans les résumés nationaux et internationaux. Il s’agit 

également d’explorer les similitudes et les différences entre ces aspects rhétoriques mis en 

œuvre, pour finalement affirmer dans quelle mesure ils conviennent à ceux du cadre 

analytique en cinq mouvements adopté par Bitchener (2010), adapté du modèle CARS de 

Swales (1990). Dans la présente étude, des méthodes qualitatives et quantitatives ont été 

utilisées pour analyser les données. Au total, cinquante-deux résumés EFL ont été compilés 

à partir des bibliothèques électroniques de deux universités sélectionnées, à savoir Human 

Sciences Journal (Université Constantine1) et Revue annuelle de Applied Linguistics 

Journal (Université de Cambridge). Il convient de noter que les articles sélectionnés ont été 

publiés entre 2015 et 2019. Lors de la discussion des résultats, la gestion et l'examen des 

données ont été réalisés à l'aide d'une analyse manuelle pour l'identification des 

mouvements, sous-mouvements et ordres de mouvements utilisés dans chaque résumé. Les 

mesures statistiques des données ont été ajustées à l’aide de Microsoft EXCEL et du 
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logiciel AntConc afin d’aider à la validité des résultats. Sur la base d’une analyse de genre 

contrastive, les résultats ont révélé que les chercheurs nationaux et internationaux 

présentaient une connaissance suffisante des principales étapes de la rédaction des résumés 

d’articles. L'enquête a également révélé que les chercheurs internationaux étaient plus 

habitués aux organisations rhétoriques de mouvements (introduction, but, méthode, produit 

et conclusion), de sous-mouvements et de leur ordre. En fin de compte, cela peut faciliter 

l'identification plus précise de la langue et des caractéristiques du discours qui pourraient 

être des cibles efficaces de l'instruction contingente afin de promouvoir les capacités 

d'écriture abstraite des apprenants et des chercheurs. Sur la base des résultats de l’enquête, 

et en tenant compte des variations linguistiques et culturelles, de nouvelles connaissances 

pourraient être fournies pour aider les concepteurs de syllabus à développer un matériel 

adéquat pour les cours d’écriture académique. 
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 الملخص

 

وذلك بالتزامن مع التطور  ، ا منذ مطلع الثمانينات من القرن الماضيا كبير  مطي اهتمام  بت منهجية التحليل الن قد اكتس  ل

الدراسات البالغية. من هذا  في و  ESPدراسات اللغة األجنبية ألغراض محددة في المستمر في اللغويات التطبيقية، 

هذا ال  كتشاف النموذج التحليلي المعتمد لتنظيم النصوص.إلهذه المنهجية  لة من الدراسات إعتمادنطلق، حاولت ق  الم  

فهم الهيكلة المعرفية للمعلومات  في سهم أيضا بشكل كبيري  الوظيفة، بل من ناحية الشكل و النص  لى ترابط إيوحي فقط 

على ابتكار أنشطة  ( ESP)ي في مجاالت محددة من إستخدام اللغة. مما قد يساعد المعلمين والمتعلمين وخاصة ممارس

هدف هذه الدراسة للحصول تحقيق النتائج التواصلية المطلوبة في المجاالت األكادمية والمهنية. ت  لحتمل أن تكون مهمة ي  

ميا يجرائد محددة أكادقاالت الم  لخصات م  ة لن و  ك  الم  نماط بالغية واإلستراتيجيات واأل  نية ال  ى واضحة حول الب  ؤ  على ر  

الن في نهاية عطابية، واإلكتشاف أوجه التشابه واإلختالف بين هذه الجوانب الخ  إا وعالميا. كما تهدف أيضا إلى وطني

 رْ ن شْ يتْ ب   ه  لذي اعتمد  ن من خمس حركات واو  ب الخاصة باإلطار التحليلي المكن  لك الجوامدى تتالئم مع ت  ْي طاف إلى أالم  

نهجية النوعية والرقمية من الم  كٌل تم استعمال  ،. في الدراسة الحالية1990 زْ اْيل  و  سْ ل    (CARS) نموذجلمراجعته ب 2010

تب في مجال تعلمية اللغة ذي ك  م، وال 2019إلى  2015ن سنة يتراوح ما بي مقاال   52في تحليل كافة البيانات. تم تجميع 

لعلوم المساماة مجلة امجلة الوطنية النية من ، وذلك من المكتبة اإللكترو(EFL)اإلنجليزية كلغة أجنبية أو لغة ثانية 

لجامعة التابعة للغويات التطبيقية العالمية المسماة المراجعة السنوية  مجلة ال، و1اإلنسانية التابعة لجامعة قسنطينة

حديد الحركات، الخطوات وترتيب الحركات تمناقشة النتائج تم تحليل وتحديد البيانات يدويا من أجل  قبل. كامبردج

 Microsoft Officeبإستخدام برنامج   تْ ط  ب  ظ  خرى أ   . المقاييس اإلحصائية من جهة تالمكونة لكل ملخص المقاال

EXEL،وال ANTCONC  اقة النتائج. ، وذلك للتأكد من د من الباحثين  شفت النتائج أن كلٌ ن، ك  قار  حليل الم  على الت   بناء 

في كيفية كتابة ملخصات المقاالت. أشارت الدراسة أيضا  وليين أظهروا معرفة كافية بالحركات الرئيسيةديين و الالوطن

خطوات وترتيب الحركات )المقدمة، الغرض، الحركات، لطابي لن الدوليين معتادين أكثر على التنظيم الخ  يأن الباحث

قة التي قد ر أكبر من الد  د  طاب بق  غة والخ  ميزات الل  أن يساهم في تحديد م   هذا البحثي مكن ل كما نتج والخاتمة(.المنهجية، الم  

على نتائج باإلعتماد ين. ثاحتعلمين والب  الكتابة للم   ومنهجية  دراتفي تحسين التدريس من خالل تعزيز ق   تكون صوبا فعاال  

 صممي المناهجؤى جديدة لم  لدراسة في تقديم ر  قد تساعد هذه ا ،قافيةغوية والث  الفات الل  األطروحة، ومع مراعات اإلخت  

الئ مةسس في تطوير أ   األكادمية   ية.  مكاد  تابات األ  ات الك  ور  د  ل   م 


